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By Cea. ge Daniels

Hilltop Sloff Writer

The number of students choosing to attend
Howard University is dropping, according to
enrollment figures this semester provided by
the Office of the Registrar.
A 30 percent surcharge on tuition for international students and a lack of financial aid are
among the reasons university officials cited for
the decrease in students attending the
University.
Figures indicate that the number of students
enrolled has dropped from 11,269 in 1990-91 to
10,900 in 1991·92. Additionally, there has
been an estimated 6 percent decline in stu9ents
attending over the last two years.
Among international students, there were
1770 enrolled last year, while only 1335 are currently enrolled. The university was able to provide some assistance to international students
this fall, helping to raise the number of international students from a roll of 1188 in September
to the present level.
''We've made a special effort to work with
international students. That [surcharge] has
taken its toll on the enrollment. It is the most
significant contributor to the decline in our

•
SIX

t

enrollment," said Dr. Steve Favors, vice president for Student Affairs.
Next year, he said, the University may see
an additional 30·50 percent decrease as the surcharge will climb to 50 percent.
''We're trying our best to get it (the surcharge] overturned," Favors said. ''The charac·
ter of this institution will change with the loss of
that cultural element."
Favors also cited other factors for the decline.
Among them were the lack of financial aid, a
less than aggressive recruitment effort and an
!-"ability to process applications in a timely fash·
ion.
''We know that the vast majority of students
are leaving because of financial aid and academic probation," he said. ''We need more scholar·
ship money to attract more of the higher achieving students. ''
·
Howard now'gives scholarships to 20-25 percent of its population.
Favors admitted that white schools are doing
more aggressive recruiting of high achieving
black students and raiding the market of schools
like Howard.
In response to the problem of decreasing
enrollment, an Enrollment Management
Committee with representatives from the Office

of Financial Aid, Bursar's Office and the Office
of Admissions,. Several schools and two students, has been established. Meeting twice a
month, tbe committee is charged with monitoring recruitment efforts and developing short and
long range recruitment goals.
Favors said some ·of the short·range plans
should be put into action at the beginning of the
next semester. Among them are a ''beefed-up''
recruitment staff, appointment of recruiters for
specific regions and improved turn-around time
for processing applications. Long-range plans
will be generated by the month of April.
''I think a lot of students want to come to
Howard;'' said Ivan Bates, president of the
Howard University Student Association and a
member of the Enrollment Mangement
Committee. ''Howard needs to offer more
money."
Bates said he haSsuggested that the assistant
deans in each school take on the task of seeking
funds for scholarships for students wishing to
enroll in their schools.
While the committee continues to make plans
in the area of enrollment, a search is on for a
new associate vice president for Enrollment
Management, a position created last year and
held by Dr. Lawrence Johnson, who was
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By Otesa Middleton
Hilltop Staff Writer
$1.65 may not go far now, but in 1904 it laid
the foundation for what we know as Bethune-

Cookman College.
Mary McLeod-Bethune established it as well
as the National Council of Negro Women
(NCNW). Just as the college grew from six to
1250 students, NCNW has gained international
recognition since its formation in 1935.
This year Washington, D.C. hosted the 45th
National Convention of NCNW Dec. 3-6.
"Toward the 21st Century: Roots and Renewal''
was the theme.
''We will be focusing on issues affecting the
black family. Those issues we grapple in life
everyday. Every member of the black family is in
trouble. Our focus is what do we have to do to
imprpve the quality of life," said Dr. Dorothy I.

Graduate

4000

job."

NCNW works toward
future while noting
their accomplishments
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"We always admire the other fellow after we have tried to do his

Height, president of the NCNW.

summer.
''It's the most critical appointment I have to
make," Favors said. ''The person who is hired
in that position will directly affect the future of
this University."
The person who fLlls the position will have
oversight of the Offices of Financial Aid,
Student Recruitment, Registrar and Admissions.
While stepping up efforts in specific areas to
improve the level of enrollment, Favors also
listed student services as an area where
improvement''might positively affect the enroll·
ment and the image of the University.
''I feel that we have not arrived at the level
which I want us to be (in serving students). As
an overall University we have a ways to go," he
said. ''The better we service students and make
them feel at home, the better ambassadors as
students we will have.''
·
On the positive s.ide, Favors indicated the
average Scholastic Aptitude Test (SA1) scores
of Howard students has risen from last year.
''We've significantly increased the quality of
the student," he said. The average Scholastic
Aptitude Test score has risen from 879 in 199091 to 907 in 1991-92. The national average
SAT score for blacks is 736.
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Student recruitment works to boost numbers
By Geof9'I Daniels
Hilltop Stoff Writer

For Tawana Offer most days are not just 9 to
5, and weekends are not always her own.
Early in the morning on Friday, she visited
Potomac High School in Oxon Hill, Md.;
worked in the office all day; participated in a
College Fair in Landover, Md. at .the
Bullets/Pistons basketball g'ame Friday
evening and Sunday hosted a dinner for area
National Merit Scholarship winners.
Her energy is reflected in her staff at
Howard University's Office of Student
Recruitment where she is acting director.
Since assuming the position in August after
serving as assistant director, Offer has lead the
office in sponsoring a number of activities.
These include receptions and breakfasts connected with some away football games, a
Howard University Day where local high
school students were invited to campus and a

The convention at the Washington Hilton Hotel
included workshops on topics that ranged from
marketing techniques and employment opportuni~
ties, to AIDS and drug use prevention.
Included in the conference was the debut of
The Black Family Reunion Cookbook . Dr.
Height said '' This book includes recipes as well
as food memories. People do not realize that food
serves as a meal as well as a gathering place. by lowando Blanchard .
Many of our biggest decisions are made at the
Hilltop Stoff Writer
dinner table." Many of the recipes are attached to
stories from the days of the civil rights movement.
After a 2·9 season, the Howard University foot"I am borrowing from Rev. Jesse Jackson
baU program has had to deal with more than just a
when I say Who except a black mother can use
disappointing recOrd. According to an article that
one pork chop and feed six children and not use a ' appeared in !he Nov. 22 issue of The Washington
calculator ? This book is so we can cat our soul
Post, several members of the H.U. football team
food ind ways that will continue our survival,"
had their athletic scholarships reduced this season
she said.
by amounts as high as $1,000, by Coach Steve
Plans were also announced for a new national
Wilson for disciplinary reasons.
Senior linebacker Kenneth Newsome toldthe
headquarters for the NCNW. A buy·a ·brick cam·
Post that he was infomed last June that his scholarpaign to raise funds for the new offices was
launched. The first NCNW national headquarters ship would be cut by $1,000, but the money might
be given back at the end of the season ''if we do
was located in the home of Mary McLeod
Bethune on Vermont Avenue, a block north of what he expects of us.''
Steve Wilson, head football coach, said some
Eton Towers Hall. The group hopes to move
scholarships were reduced because players were
from its present location in an office building on
not meeting their obligations as student athletes..
Connecticut Avenue, NW to a building of its own
"When we go out and recruit a young man we
liere in D.C..
make sure that we tell him he must be a student and

In the office, a large part of the work is
done by Student Ambassadors, which are student volunteers who conduct tours, advise students on admissions, financial aid and other
areas of concern and act as liaisons between
the University and prospective students.
''Without them (student ambassadors] we
would not be able to operate this office," Offer
said. Many of the ambassadors will visit high
schools in their hometowns during the
Christmas break.
''I look forward to recruiting studeiits for
Howard," said Donald Crawford, who will
visit four high schools in Savannah, Ga. over

Local Counselors Day where approximately
80 counselors·from high schools in Maryland,
the District of Columbia and Virginia were
invited to campus. Last Sunday, more than
· 500 National Merit Scholarship winners from
local schools were honored at a dinner in the
Armour J. Blackburn University Center.
The Office of Student Recruitment is
responsible for responding to more than
75,000 requests a year for information about
the University and ensuring that applications,
once filed, are responded to in a timely fash ion. To assist in this area, a Student Tracking
and Recruitment Systems (STARS) computer
system has been installed.
''In the past, we've had no such computer
system," Offer said. ''The computer system is
really going to .bring us into the 21st century."
Between July and November, more than 4000
applications were processed. Many of these
came in response to the 690 visits to colleges
made during the last year.

the holidays.
Student ambassadors identified several reaSons why they think enrollment is down.
''Everybody 's riding on the past days and
how Howard used to be and not what it is
today," Crawford said.
''You can give them T·shirts, balloons, and
buttons, but if you can't give them financial

'
aid or housing, you're
not really help-ing
them," said Steve Powell, a student ambas·
sador.
The Office of StudCnt Recruitment is
encouraging students to recruit in high schools
in their hometowns during the Christmas
break

"We ask them to stop by here [the student
recruitment office] first," 'Offer said. ''We
want everybody saying the same thing."
Before coming to the office located on the
ground floor of the Mordecai W. Johnson
Administration Building in Room G-02, the
ambassadors should know which schools and
colleges they are planning to visit, when and a
contact person at those schools. Upon providing that information, a student recruitment
workbook will be provided, along with some
applications and other materials. Upon
returning from the visit, the ambassadors are
required to report back to the Office of
Student Recruitment with the results.

•

HU football players face scholarship reductions for misconduct

•

'

uations but he did say that if a player is not fulfill·
ing his ~bligations then something has to be done.
Several players declined to comment.
However , Joe Olidge, a senior comerback on
the team said the reductions had a negative effect
on team' morale said, ''We had high expectations
coming into the season and when we didn't meet
those goals there was some discouragement.
Anytime you're losing, problems come up."
Olidge said be did ~ot t~ink the sch~larship
reductions addexd to their losing season. I don t
think the problems were specifically Wilson hold·
ing the scholarships over our hea~s. Once we f12d
a way to win all these problems will be resolved.
Willie Bennett, a senior linebacker, said, ''I
understood why he cut the scholarships-disci·
plinary reasons, but it didn't have anything to do
with the team's morale." "He treats us like adults.
like we're oil a pro-team."
.
.
Wilson said that he and the rest of hts coachmg
staff are operating a program of integrity. He wants
•

an athlete because one thing I want to make sure
my players have after their eligibility is up is a
degree,'' Wilson said. He added that scholarships
are renewable each year and individual situations
are evaluated.
Derrick Boyd, graduate coaching assistant for
the team, said, ''Every school has the right to
reduce scholarships. Scholarships are renewed
annually and the players are assessed not just as
students and not as just athletes, but as student·athletes."
''People understood what was going on with the
reduction in some scholarships. If someone's
scholarship is reduced by the coach, then that person has definitely done something wrong. If you
do things that are not justifiable to the University
then the scholarship will be cut," Boyd said.
'
Newsome said he is not sure what -caused his
scholarship reduction but believes it was based on
petty !easons, like players not wearing ties on trips.
Wilson would not comment about individual sit-

1

players to be productive after their athletic careers
are fmished. .
"I want players to understand that they must
fulfill their obligations which means going to
class and to practice.. I want to make sure my
athletes have a future," Wilson said. ~
"I understand the high ·demands of athletics
and academics as well as the social pulls that
must be dealt with. However, a student·athlete
must be disciplined," Wilson said.
The Howard alumni said he has seen many
young men come into the league with hopes of

playing professionally. "Play football, but come
to school to get a degree. I have to be their eyes
to the athletic world. I understand that if I let
them go to sleep in the academic area, they'll be
without and I don't want them to be Without," be
said. "It's my responsibility to be the young
men's eyes to that side of the table so they aren't

blinded."
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Council puts out .
magazine 'A.S. Is'
By Depelsha II. Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer

Despite problems in the beginning,
the College of Arts and Sciences

Student Council has been working on

a number of projects.
After much planning, the council
produced the first two issuesof its

magazine , A.S. Is Editor Wayne
McKenzie said he is pleased with the
way the first two issues turned out."I
like the Nov. 25 issue a lot better than
the fi rst one '' he said. ''We were war-

'The magazine has
literary excerpts, log·
ical games, student
spotlights, study
hints, and an
overview of events
going on in the
College of Arts and
Sciences,'' --Bailey
said

'

'

ri ed about what to put in it. Two
weeks before it comes out, we ask
students to subn1it things they want

published."
Juliu s Bailey, president of the Arts
and Sciences Sttident
Council, said the magazine is not
that expensive because the council
uses its own computer to type in and

format articles. A.S. Is will be published !\vice every se_n1ester.
''Copies are placed in all dorms, in
Locke l1all, a11d at the n1ain desk in
Blackb11rn. T\velve l1undred copies
were printed for tl1e second issue."
McKenzie said.
''THE HILLTOP can't cover everything," Bailey said. ''This is something that the Liberal Arts CounciJ

'

had been trying to do for the past

•
i

'
i

•

'·'

.

•

three. or four years, and we finally got
it done.
''The magazine has literary excerpts,
logical games, student Spotlights,
study tiints, and an overview of events
going on in· the College o{ Arts and
Sciences," he said.
One of the logical gam~s in the
Nov. 25 issue promised a $100 book
voucher to the first stu dent in the
school to solve the game correctly.
According to Bailey, the council
experienced a lot of difficulty earlier

this semester. Part of their problems
•
was caused by three resignations from
the executive board earlier this year,
the last of which was the executive
secretary, Erika Law.
Memone Payton, a fres hman major•
ing in political science and
newly appointed executive secretary
of the council's executive board, said
she is enjoying working with th e
council.
''A Jot of work has been accomplished," sl1e said. ''Spirits may have
been do,vn at first because of all of
the negative publicity the council was
receiving, but now things are goin g
\
very we;ll."
Bailey wants students to know that
the problems have not hindered the
cou ncil 's productivity.
''This is nothing 11ew to.student government. Unlike in other schoo ls
where a sla te of officers campaign
together, students in theCollege of
Arts and Sciences run individually.
Past studen t counci ls have always had
· problems; but in spite of that, we have
been able to do a number of positive
things. Since one person wasn't
doing herjob, everyone else just
Duane Fontono was one who witnessed the library's new setup during its reorganzation of essential equipment
worked their a---- off," Bailey said.
One of this year's projects that the
council considered a success was
Computer Day sponsored t~o weeks
ago with the participation of 59 students. Its purpose was to help make
students, especially new entrants,
a\vare of th e compu ter facilities on
campus. Also llnique to the College of
Arts and Sciences are class boards or
officers for each classification.
However, some students still feel the occurs. The University has been conThe machines were previously located
By Regina M. Mack
The counci l still has a number of Hilltop Staff Writer
on sub-level t\VO of the Undergra4uate entire periodical collectio11 is insuffi- sidering for a long time placing sensors
on each periodical, but finding funds
Library; they are no\v located on the cient anll needs revamping.
projects plan11cd for next semes ter.
''"l"liere 11ceds to be in1prove1nent. The and staffing has been a problem in the
They are ir1 the process of organizing
The Undergraduate Library has re lo- fir st floor of Founders Gradu '\te
last tim e I \VCllt, only th1ee machines past," said t1'e seven y.:.~. :v~!.::.:...:ian.
.
'
a Youth Leaders hip Day titled '' From cated the microfiche and microfiln1 Library.
'fhe technician suggested that the old
'' It was a drastic change for students, were working. A lot of library materials
Boyz to Men A Call to machines 1n a more accessibJe place
Leadership ." Approxima tely 300 after continuous complaints by students but it has its advantages and disadvan- are missing or broken and I am not able location be used to expand the computtages. Although there is poor spacing to get full use. Students also need to er lab or bounded volume collection.
young men in 7th and 8th grades will who said they couldn't find them.
According to Dr. Ann Knight Randall, and limited growth space, we're work- take better care of books and maga- He also suggested that another photo
be linked with 300 Howard 'men,
zines," said Netta Ru cker, a junior copier center be created to service stu·
ranging from athletes to fraternity Director of University Libraries, the ing with it. In aU, the new locat ion pro- majoring in accounting.
dents.
relocation ''brings services to the first vides easy access. It 's all in one place,"
members to student councilmen.
''Despite all, Howard's library system
!'The system needs to be revamped.
said one technician who wished to
''We have contacted 40 schools and floor of Founders. It made resources remain anonymous.
The bounded volumes are missing years still provides students with longer hours
asked them to submit five to 10 more immediately available to students.
The techniciao, a seven year employee and whole sections. I can never find the which can accommoc)ate more students
Staff
can
easily
see
students
if·
problems
names. It ,will be for men, about men,
of Howard University, was dls"mli}ied at 1 sources I need," Said Galvin Beckford, a than all the colleges in the consortium,"
arise.''
1
to men. The council feels it 's impor. the technician state~... .
,.
''We were faced ·with growth problems the cl imate in the new location. flt! stat- sopti0mo1·~ majoring.in marketing.
tant to play an active role in helping on sub-level 2 with the bounded materi- ed that sometimes it 's too cold or too
Currently, the center's collectiori proBesides using microfiche and microou r young men become productive als. At the new location there are st ill hot and that the machines need a certain film for resources, students also tu rn to vides students with resources like the
up -to-date magazines a11 d the· latest Deposit ories of U.S. Pate nt s, the
adults," Bailey said.
some spacing problems, but if the temperature to operate properly.
Statistical
Index,
The new location holds the micro- periodicals located 011 the first floor in American
TJ1e council anticipates five dynam- Moorlarn Spingarn Center gets its own
ic speakers, one of wl1om will be Ras . facility as proposed in th e '' Howard films in one room and the microfiche th e UGL. When they go to look for Congressional Inform ation Service,
Baraka, forn1er vice president of the 2000'' report, its move wil l provid e machinery in another. It also serves to them they find that magazines are not Dissertation Abstracts, News Bank,
increase the use of the Moorland· filed properly on the shelves, or tl1cy are U.N. Documents, Envirofiche,
more space," Dr. Randall also said.
Ho,vard U11iversity
Energyfiche, CBS News files. an AntiS{>ingarn Research Center since it is n1issing all together.
Student Association
'' It's an open collection. Stea li ng Slavery document collection, and Urban
located across the hall.

Under aduate Library makes
research easier for ·its patrons

•

.

A&S students tutor Beacon House serves as a shining light
•

peers 1n program
By Nilclci Po/more
Hilltop Staff Writer
J

Howard students help their
classmates with diffkult subjects
~hrough the Peer Tutorial Program
1n the C.o.ll ege of Arts and
Sciences. ·
.
The program began in the

Spring of 1990 in the philosophy
department was sta rted by Julius
Bailey, president of Student

Council College of Arts and
Sciences. He learned about a
program at Rutgers University

· ''The program is
there to raise the
knowledge and so
that everyone can
· get an 'A,' but many
' students are complacent with their
grades. Anytime
there is a program
that does not have
people knocking at
the door, it is underutilized, '' Bailey
said

'

r

'

•

er's assistant.
Dean of tl1e Col lege of Arts and
Science Dr. Clarence Lee said,
''The program is exce ll ent and

should have happened a Jong time
ago because stud ents can relate to
other stude 11ts some times better
than other teachers. "
Like tl1e teacher, the teacher's
assiStant has office hours which are
usually 15 to 20 hours a week and
receive an end of the semester evaluation from the students. The prerequisites for students becoming a
peer tutor are 15 credits in the
tutored subject, a 3.5 grade point
average in the courses and an overall average of 3.0. Teacher 's assistants receives $1 ,000 each semester
for their services.
Stude11ts \vl10 work witl1 the project believe that it is a worthwhile

project.
. Oenisc Reeves, a junior major1~g in political science, said, ''It
. gives the students a second alternative; \vhcreas , they have more
hours to \\'Ork witl1 so n1eo11e who
knows the subject matter."
Obioram Chukvwu, a senior
majoring in physics and philosophy, ~aid, '' I am not ·a tutor or
4eachers' ass istant, I am a student
who participates in the program to
. help raise the enthusiasm of the
subject matter.''
While the program has many
benefits, many students are

where students help each other out

unaware of it. "The program is

and decided to start a similar program at Howard.
.
''The purpose of this program is
to provide an on hands tutor for
individuals in need," Bailey said.

there to raise the knowledge and so
that eve ryone can get an 'A,' but
many students are complacent with
their grades. Anytime there is a
program that does not have people

According to Bailey, the difference between this program and

knocking at the door, it is underutilized, " Bailey said.

other tutorial programs is that a

Teacher assistants are also now

1

tutor sits in the
- available in the chemistry and
classroom -and serves as a teach- physics department.

with assistance fr~m -H oward community
By Otessa Middleton
Hilltop Staff Writer

When Maria Reddick went to visit friends in the low
income con1munity of Edgewood Terrace, it was there
where she met Rev. Don E. Robinson and the children
'
she now calls her own.
Reddick sii.id, ''I was in the neighborhood going to
see some kids I know, when Rev . Robinson
approached me."
Robinson \Vas looking for tutors for his program
Beacon Hou se Community Ministry. \Vhen he
learned Reddick \Vas a senior majoring in microbiology at Howard, he knew she \Vas a prime candidate to
help yOung students in basic subjects'.·
'' He asked if I would like to be a volunteer tutor. I
have been going to Beacon HOlJSe since then," she
said. ''The kids arc great. They're like my O\vn, so I
am there a lot."
Although it \Vas not until October that she learned
of. ~his program, Beacon House Con1munity
M1n1stry,locatcd at 535 Edgc\vood N.E., has been in
existence since February 1991.
Reverend Robinso11 orga11ized Beacon Hou se

because he said, ''I saw a need for a ministry dedicated to the entire person socially, physically, and spiritually." The program counsels families, gives food and
clothing, offers referral services and tutoring.
Beacon House is dedicated to offering social work
services to residents of the Edgewood Terrace community. Some may call the 11eighborhood in Northeast
D.C. 't he projects' but Reverend Robinson fro\vns
when he hears the word.
'' It is a low income community. We do not refer to it
as ' the projects' because that is such a derogatory
term," Robinson said.
Reverend Robinson, a I 989 Howard School of
Divinity graduate, dreamed of opening Beaco11 House
for more than 15 years. He said, ''I wanted the type of
ministry that would come into the community e\'ery·
day."
The program takes children .on trips and Reddick
said, '' Last weekend, I had a slumber party -\vith about
nine of the kids at my house."
Beacon House offers tutoring from 4 to- 8 pm '
Monday th rough Friday. 1-loward st udents like
Reddick do most of the tutoring at Beacon House.
As far as tutorin g, all of my help co1nes fron1
Ho\.\'ard students and two people fro111 the school sys-

•

University communications
bear a new costume
By George Daniels
Hilltop Staff Writer

A new office ha s been born to
replace the departments of Universitv
Relations and University Publications
and become the Office of University
Communications.
The change was announced in a
s~a tement released last week by the
Office of the President. The neW office
will operate with the goal ''to project
and articulate the position and mission
of the University, and to assist in communicating with its va rious constituencies."
. The new office will felfture ''the latest technologies in mass communications and publications production,'' the
statement said, and will operate out of
the Office of the President. The deci-

sion to restr.ucture \Vas made as th e
University embarks on its 125th
anpiversary, a year when more publications will be necessary.
"By putting al l the publications in
one operation, 1t w111 oe more coordinated," said Dr. Hassa n Mino r, special
assistant to the president. ''There's a
genuine need to do them [publications]
well and in a timely way."
The new Office of University ·
Communications, which Minor aims to
have operating by Jan.I, 1992, Will
oversee the publ /ca tion of New
Directions, Capstone, the student directory of classes and the university cata·

logs.

·

Employees of the former depart·
ments are given priority consideration
for placement in the new department or
in other units throughout the University.

tern," Reverend Robinson said. '' We 've gotten so
much help from Howard students because of Maria
Reddick. Once she began tutoring she posted flyers
around campus."
After seei ng one of Reddick's flyers, Rob Byrd,
coordinator of peer counseling and tutoring 'in Howard
University Student ASsociation's (HUSA) community
outreach program, contacted Reverend Robinson. ''I
called to see if he wanted HUSA to help recruit volunteers. That way interested students can come by the
office and fill out a volunteer application."
Reverend Robinson said, ''lnterested students can
go to Mr. Byrd in the Armour J. University Blackburn
Center.. We need more volunteers because now we are
in the process of renovating space for a recreation center.. "
It should be open before Christmas, so children can
have something to do during the holiday. ·
Robinson is a n1 ember of All Souls Unitarian
Universalist Church, however he said, ''this ministry
is ecumenical - we. invite any church or person who
\Vants to help."
Reddick said, ''e 11cour~ge everyone to come just for
a day ~ they won 't be able to leave. 1'he. time isn't
strictly regi mented, soy@ can come and give whatever

THE HILLTOP
staff wishes you a
Merr)r Christ11-1as
and a Happy Ne\!\T
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Howard students a11d C/1ristia11ity

ents cannot live

00 s alone at

"It's time that we learned that within the Christian faith,
Hilltop Stoff Writer
we all have the same religion , just different worship
styles and tradition$. Fundamentally, the difference
'
Through the various religious organizations on campus, between denominations could be as minute as whether
students find that they are not alone in their faith and fel- you serve .wine or grape juice fOr communion," she
lowship.
added.
Liying Color, chapel services, Noonday Prayer, Bible
n addition to functioning as -a part of the United
sludy and the United ,Ministries are all parts of a grow- Ministries, the chaplains also serve in a leadership
ing religious co1nmunlty on campus.
capacity for their respective campus ministries.
According to Rev. Evan Crawford, dean of .the Andrew
One of the larger of these organizations is the Baptist
Rankin Chapel, there are numerous reasons for students' Student Union (B.S.U.). According to the Baptist chapincreasing awareness of their spirituality.
lain, Rev. Cheryl Jones, this group is dedicated to help''Once people get to college, they become more con- ing students to grow spiritually and to facilitating
scious of their heritage. They arc an>;ious to learn more Christian fellowship.
about their culture, and their religion is an important
B.S.U. is a m11ltifaceted group. It is con1mitted to both
dimension of their heritage," Cra\vford said.
community and campus outreach projects. Throughout
arciella Charles, director of Campus Crusade for Christ, the year B.S.U . sponsors gospel concerts, revivals,
attributed increased student involvement to the increas- prayer vigils and Bible study. In addition, students often
ing number of opportunities available to them.
participate in retreats.
''Since I've been at 1-loward, tbere has always been an
The group meets every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the Students prepare by singing during devotion ·Student takes part in the spitirual uplift
interest in religion; however, I've seen students' interest basement of Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel. During
during "Noonday Prayer" In Rankin Chapel.
grow as the nun1bcr of groups to be involved in ha s its meetings, there is Bible study and .a discussion of con- before "Living Color" religious discussion.
grown," Charles said.
''We aren't a club; we're a movement. We aren't inter- nity to get to know fellow Christians.
temporary issues that affect Christians' lives.
Over the years, Howard's interdenominational religious
''Going to Living Color gives me the inspiration that I
''Our group is open to everyone. We \Vant to give stu- ested in getting people to be a part of a club, we just want
community has bccon1e more diverse. ~ecognized cam - dents an opportunity to know and work with other to get a message across," Charles said.
Features of need to get through the week," Sophomore Patryce
pus ministries range from the Bahai to the Roman Christians,'' Jones said.
Crusade include small group Bible studies, Discipleship Brown said.
Catholic. Such diversity led the various Christian organi''It gives me practical day to day applications for my
Students also benefit from the friendships formed with- Training Institutes, conferences and retreats, and Living
zations on campus to form the United Ministties more in the organization. "It's more than just Bible study. Color.
Ch ri stia nity, which is helpful beCause once you get to
than 30 years ago.
Living Color is Crusade's weekly fello,vship meeting, Howard , you think that you're alone in your faith,"
B.S .U. is family oriented," Bible st udy coordinator,
The United Ministries is a coalition committed to work- LaShawn Johnson, said. ''There is an openness and love , in w.hich speakers address concerns of students. The Brown sa id.
ing together economically and socially, said the United expressed with the group, that is hard to find in otper stu- meeting is held on Wedn esdays at 7 p.m. in t~e Armour
''In Crusade you realize that there are other people who
Ministries moderator, Rev. Joseph Donnclla. Tl1e coali- dent activities,'' Johnso11 added.
have similar beliefs and inter.ests as you do."
1. Blackburn Center forum.
I
tion includes the Pen tecosta l, United Methodi st,
Other religious groups students can become involved in
''We try to provide students with the encouragement
Campus Crusade for Christ, like B.S.U, is devoted to
Lutheran, Episcopal/Anglican, Rom an Catholic and the spiritual growth of those involved in it. E~olving that they need to make it through in the threatening envi- include the Newman Cente r, Lutheran Student
Baptist deno1ninations.
almost seven years ago on Howard 's campus, Crusade is ronment that we live in," Charles said. '' We want stu- Association, Muslim Students of Howard University,
By bringing the various Christian groups to~et h e r, we an international, Christian movement with minist ri es in dents to know that no one stands alone as a Christian."
We sley Foundation and the William J. Seymour
can lcit rr1 more about each other," Donnella §aid.
Pcntecost<il Fellowship.
~ The social activities provide students with an opportu160 nations.
8 y Kimberly Mortin

•

Students find College Christians to convene in Atlanta
ultimate solice
in church
By Leonard Simmons
Hilltop Staff Wri;er

By Tara Gray

Hilltop Staff Writer

It is a Sunday morning on the campus of Howard
University. Students may be in bed sleeping, trying to
catch up on missed during the week.
But some students are up and about, eating breakfast or
just getting ready to go to church.
Church! Is this a practice of the past, or do college students actually fmd the time or make it a priority to find
their way to some church service?
ome students feel as though they could not make it
through t~e week if they did not attend Sunday morning
service.
Jennifer Mitchum, a student majoring in print journalism, said, ''I think going to church is essenti{ll," adding
that she prefers fello\vship \Vith other Christians. ''The
spiritual uplifting helps me to complete my tasks during
the week and deal with any problems that may occur during that time period.''
Some students that arrive in cities and on campus for the
first time find it hard to adjust to th eir surroundings,
including finding a church home.
Many of the students interviewed visit churches in the
Howard University community, such as Metropolitan
Baptist Church, Mt. Pleasant Baptist and Mt. Sinai Baptist
Church.
·Of the students interviewed, most seemed to enjoy
church services where other college students were in
attendance. They also enjoyed a service wl1ere the sermon
was comprehensible and applicable to their lives as young
adults. Metropolitan and Mt. Sinai were cited as examples.
Melissa Wood, a sophomore majoring in print journalism, said that there could be t\VO main reasons why students do not attend church. ''A. They arc the•1ype of person raised in the church when th ey \Vere young and forced
to go every Sunday, so they try to take a vacation from
church since they no\v have the freedom to choose and
decide if they want to go to church or not.
''B. A lot of people are talking about church and
Christianity in a bad way. TheY say that Christianity is the
'white man 's feligion ' so it is not cool to be a Christian or
go to church. Many students al Ho\vard are turning to
Islam or other religions. They don't go to church because
of rebellion or indecision. They also have knowledge of
the early historical aspect$ of1.Christianit)' so they look at
all the negative aspects and view Christianity from a .secular viewpoint."
.
Students have various reasons for not attending church,
but some students go because tl1ey enjoy tl1e service and
fellowship with other people. Sophomore Tene Dolphin
said, '' My reason for going to church, when I go, is that it
.is vital to my relationshi p with God. Realistically, l don 't
attend church as mucl1 as I should and as my pastor in
Philadelphia says, ' You need spiritual food everyday of
the week, not just one day of the week.'
''I compare m}' going to church with my cousin going to
his AA meetings. He said that he loses something when he
doesn 't go. Wh en I go to church, ·I remember \Vhat I
should be doing; therefore, if I don't go, l an1 more
inclined to do the wrong things," Dolphin said.
Some flfst-year students had some insightful comments
concerning this topic. Daniel Johnson said, ''It starts at
home. If you did not go to church at home, you won't go
while you are in school. Most people use Sunday as their
relaxation day, but if you enjoy going to church you will
continue to attend service."
Crystal Wilkerson, a freshman in the College of Arts and
Sciences, said, ''Some people never understood the value
.of chUrch and people are cqnfused, they might not have
ever understood the value of church and J'eople are confused, they might not have ever understoo why.they went
in the first place. Some people know that they are doing
wrong and they don't want to do right."
She added, ''Peer pressure has a big influence on decision-makin$, for example someone might say, 'Girl, why
are you going to church? We are going shopping, you

•
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Black Christian students from around
the country will take part in Impact 91,
the second national conference held every
decade. The conference, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, will address
the crisis of the black community with a
vision of spiritual rebirth through Jesus ·
Christ and identify the problem of spiritual deprivation in the black community.
"A Cry., of Hope, A.Cw! IP Action" is
the theme of the 1991 conference to take
place in Atlanta, Ga. from Dec. 27
through Jan. 1.
In 1981, the first conference was held in
Chicago and was coordinated by
Intercultural Resources, a ministry of
Campus Crusade for Christ, which focus-

es on ethnic minority college students.
About 2,.000 people are expected to
attend seminars and .a Bible study series.
Guest speakers are scheduled to iIJ\pel
and train students how to contribute to the
revival of the black community.
''In recognition to the fact that there are
(problems existing in our community for
which many proposed solutions have
failed, Impact 91 is designed to be a gathering of young African-Americans who
want to see a difference in our country
and in the world for Jesus Christ," said
Charles Gilmer, director of Campus
Crusade for Christ at Howard University.
''It is based on the premise that the primary problem in our community is a spiritual problem and that any solution we
engage in, must address this. There is a
need to return, as well as move forward to

•

ENTA Y:
The Gift of Self Through Christ
Is anyboyd listening? Does anyone genuinely care? Do you know people but you cry alone ?
You are in a crowd, but you are lonely. Are you struggling--and it is hard? Do you want a real
friend? Are you tired of false face, laughing on the outside--but crying on the inside? Why is
this world so cruel? Do you need a genuine friend, someone to talk to, someone you can reveal
"all" of yourself to?
Did someone ask you yesterday-how are you doing ? And you replied ''Fine," but you lied.
Have you become like the world, hard and callous - don't care? Do you feel like you don't love
the world because the world doesn't love you? If God is here, why are you feeling so sad? You
are hurting? Life is hurting ? But what else can you do? ,
Brothers and Sisters- there should not be a student at Howard University that should have a
prOblem that we in the name of Je:sus are not able to solve. No student should want, when
there are so many Christians in pl'liyer and in presence. There is strength in numbers. The central strength of the doctrine of the Trinity is the fact that Christ is (harmonious) and he is harmo-

nious within us. We all have the power of Christ. Jf you know or suspect a student in need give of your time, kind words, your Jove, and yourself. There is no greater love than a person lo
lay down their life for their fellow human being. Because the greatest gift of all1is the gift of
self.
Let who ascend from our differences and liberate ourselves first at Howard University and
then other places. Jesus said Jove ye one another - not c,riticize one another, not ignore t~e
problems of one another, not poke fun at one another, but love one another. Let Jove and Chnst
abide within you.
''And now abideth faith, hope, love, these three, but the greatest of these is love."
Corinthians 13:13

Omega men start gospel choir
by Bernard 5, Ullle
Special to the Hilltop

bounty and grace. It is our hope that as we lift our voices in
praise to our Master of heaven and of earth, that you r heart
will be touched as God has touched ours. For when two or
more Christians are in fellowship, Christ is in their minds,"
Holmes said.
He believes that starting the choir has brought members
closer to one another. ''Since starting it our members have
gotten closer and they enjoy spreading the word.''
The choir's first public performance was Oct. 13, during
morning service at Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel, it performed two selecti9ns composed by member Alvin ''Croon''
Coleman.
•

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., Kappa Psi chapter, started a
Gospel Choir this semester to spread the word of GOD and
not to impress people like most think.
Students around campus have an image of the Omega's that
is less than heaven sent and many question the motives
behind creating the choir.
''The Q's are known for wild parties and stuff, and since
they may be back on campus soon, I don't know if they are
real
said Dudley Smith, a sophomore major.1ng 1n
.with this
. choir,"
.
eng1neer1ng.
'
Jewel Jones, a freshman majoring in biology, could not believe
what she saw at chapel one
Sunday. ''I was at chapel on
Sunday and I heard the choir sing.
They sound good, but I was surprised to find out that the
Omega's, of all the greeks, had a
choir."
The idea to start a gospel choir
came from Chaplain George
Holmes, a student in the School of
Divinity.
"We bripg forth this effort to
promote fellowship amongst
God's people," he said. ''We
weren't looking to dispel! any
negative opinions students have of
our.organization."
''Foremost our goal is to offer
harmonic Praise to our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ, as we stand, The members of Omega Psi Phi fraternity, Inc. Kappa Psi chapter
men who have partaken of God's
after their first public appearance at Rankin Chapel In October.
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Biblical Christianity in order to see our
communities redeemed from the devastation that's affecting·"them," he sa id.
Gilmer, who is scheduled to .speak at
the conference, said he believes the conference will help students address questions concerning the relevance of
Christianity to blacks.
1
'The conference understand s that the
Christian faith is often viewed (on college
campuses) as somehow irrelevant. It is
designed to equip Christian college students with appropriate responses to these
kinds of rejections," he said.
Rev. Robert Crummie, associate pastor
of Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, recognizes
that the motivation behind the conference
is unity. He believes Impact 9I seeks to
unify and will be a spiritual enlighten·
ment.

•

"It's going to be thousands of Christians
coming together. It is encouraging to see
many people who are like minded and
share the same convictions," Crummie
said.
Crummie said ttie black community has
a spiritual need to inspire people to share
their faith.
"Impact 91 will contribute to meeting
that need. It will encourage people to
share the gospel of Jesus Christ.
''Large group activities provide tnomentum. In the '60s there was a gathering in
New York calle·d Woodstock, which 'people came together from all over and it
started a movement of free, irresponsible
living. We are looking for the conference
to have the same effect but of course, in a
spiritually uplifting direction," he said.

'
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George E. Holmes,
Student in the School of Divinity
•

Sunday
Service at

Andrew
Rankin
Memorial
Chapel
will resu1ne on

anuary 19,
1992
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White House Shuffle
"Who's on first?" Perhaps that would be the more
appropriate question to be asked in the wake of
President Bush's White House personnel shuffle.
John Sununu is out as Chief of Staff with Samuel
Skinner, former secretary of transportation, taking
his place._Jn addition, Robert Mosbacher, secretary
of commerce, has been named ·general campaign
chairman.and Robert Teeter will be chief strategist.
All of this is an effort to bolster the president's
sinking approval ratings as well gain the
confidence of Republican supporters who vipw

Sununu as a liability and who have withheld their
support of Bush as long as Sununu is running the
White House.
Bush should use this move to send word to the
Republican right that they have been placed out in
the political cold of his administration. Bush's
roots lie with moderate Republicans. · He and the
right became bed-fellows on the heels of the
Reagan administration rightward bent - he needed
them to win in 1988. Perhaps he should try to win
without them in 1992.

l
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Judging Men, Judging Leaders
•

America's first, and only, royal family is being lead
to the gallows-'- in Palm Beach! Case Number 915482, the State of Florida v William Kennedy Smith,
could be the end of a family that has, for good or bad,
remained a mainstay of American culture and history.
Specifically, it could be the beginning of the end for
one of America's greatest champions of civil rights
and government responsibility - Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D- Mass.
The alleged indiscret ions of William Kennedy
Smith, nephew to the senator, has brought as much
spotlight to Kennedy's past indiscretions as they have
to Smith's alleged rape in Palm Beach. The media
should stop focusing on Kennedy and allow the trial
to proceed; it should stop the circus antics and allow
justice to operate.
This debacle is indicative of history 's misplaced
judgements of men and leaders. Whatever is said and

done, Kennedy will still be one of America's greatest
champions of civil rights and one of Capitol Hill's
·most effective lawmakers (Newsweek magazine
reports that Kennedy passed 54 bills during the lOlst
Congress, "more domestic social legislation at any
tin1e since the 89th congress of the Great Society era.)
Chappaquiddick, booze, carousing and all, Kennedy
is still and will be a champion of the downtrodden in
America and a constant and effective thorn in the side ·
of arch-conservative Jesse Helms from North
Carolina.
The media and history have a very bad habit of
judging men with the same criteria it uses to judge
leaders. Men are men, which is not to say that their
shortcomings and transgressions should be excused,
but merely says that they should be recognized.
Leaders are people who move beyond their faults to
make the world a better place. Each must be judged

Haitian Repairation
When your country is the poorest of republics in
the Americas, and when a military, coup has just
overthrown the first popularly elected piesident in
the nation, how can the United States firmly decide
whether or not you are here as an economic burden
or whether you are honestly in fear of political
persecution at home? Well, it seems that the U.S.
decision is m~de a lot easier.w)le _those refugees are
Afro-Carribeans from Haiti:~• • ·
J
It is unbelievable and inexcusable that the U.S.
could so wholeheartedly. praise democratic
achievement in Haiti, then so coldheartedly turn
back those same refugees who are no\V suffering the
oppression of the military coup.
It may be plausible that neither the economy nor
the federal budget has the capacity to absorb or
support the refugees that are coming over from
Haiti. It may be possible that some of the refugees
are not in danger of political persecution.

Nevertheless, America has been the harbinger of

democracy and the land of opportunity for refugees,
both economic (Irish immigrants coming over after
the potato famine) and political (the Cuban refugees
that the U.S. aids in Florida). How dare we tum our
backs and repatriate those Haitians - black Haitians
- who are fleeing political instability as well as
economic squalor.
., .,
What this speaks to is both ;U.is(U'rbing and
disgusting about America's funfie an'i:l ltS'"pblitics-.
Perhaps the U. S. can no longer accept the world's
"tired, huddled masses yearning to be free." Perhaps
our national resources can no longer provide the
opportuniti~ of advancement and growth of former
years. Or perhaps the U.S. will only welcome into
its bosom those who more resemble the people who
landed at Plymouth Rock than those who languished
at Annapolis.
Welcome to the New World Order.

Shared Power
Next month the Board of Trustees will consider a
proposal for a revised faculty handbook section of
the The Howard University Manual. Discussion
about the proposals hav e generated some
controversy among the University's faculty and
administration. Much of the discussion seems to
'
surround the question of how niuch say should be
given to instructors, the core of any institution of
higher learning , in decisidn-n1aking. The
administration and the University Senate have each
prepared a version of how they tho ught the
document should read. But, recently, President
Jenifer withdrew the administration's version of the
document and agreed to support the Senate's
version with some niinor changes. This is a
definite step in the right direction. Howard 's
faculty deserves to play a greater part in the
running of this University.
The whole idea of shared governance, or limited .

power for the faculty, is one that we hope to see in
full operation soon. Such a system would allow
some checks and balances where the faculty and
administration hold each other accountable. All
too often faculty are viewed as simple University
employees whose responsibility is simply to teach
students and nothing else. While this is their job, it
is also important that their expertise be used in
other ways. From tenure to issues like office space
and parking adjacent to the campus, our faculty
needs to be supported; for adequate support of
them will ultimately affect what kind of education
we as students receiv<1. Shared governance is one

way of supporting them.
As universities like Howard become more
co~plex, involving the faculty in major decisions
only makes good sense. We encourage the Board
of l 'rustees to fully endorse the concept of shared
governance for the faculty of Howard University as
they consider the faculty handbook next month.
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Perspectives
A Message to
Architecture
Studeri s

black excellence in architecture. Only
through a national orga nization can we
accomplish this and on ly through the
will of the students.
This is why it is so important for
students in the School of Architecture to
be involved in programs and events
The American Institute of chitecture initiated by H.U.A.l.A.S. In order for us
Students (A.l.A.S.) is a on-profit, to receive deserved recognition , we must
student governed, national rganization be excellent. In order for us to be
dedicated to the enhancement of excellent we must be educated, and in
architectural education in the Americas. order for us to be educated, we must be
The organization offers students in the united. Student unity is what will enable
U.S . and Canada an opportunity to·, us to choose the curriculum we will need
expand, gain new experiences and learn to be great architects. It will enable us to
things which will eventually enable take advantage of th·e architectural
them to become better design resources that a cit)' like Washington,
professionals.
D .C~ has to offer.J ·Unity will empower
The objectives of the A.J .A.S. are us to be able to.make our education what
three.fold: education, internship and we want it to be and need it to be so that
public awareness. It exists to ..promote we can excel in corporate America.
excellence in architectural education,
When we read the Slatistics related to ·
training and practice; to foster an the numbers of A.I.A.S. registered
appreciation of architecture and related architects we see the reality we face . Of •J
disciplines; and to organize architecture the 55,036 members of the A.I.A.$.,
students and combine their efforts to there are only 649 members who are
advance the science and art of black. This equates to exactly 1.2
:irchitecture."
·
percent .
Presently there are
Here at Howard, we have a charter approximately 265 students in the
with the National Office and are School of Architec.lure. If each and
recognized ' by this University as th(\_ every one of us becomes a registered
Howard University Chapter of the A.I.A.S. architect we would increase the
American Institute of Architecture number of black architects by 40
Students. The goals of this chapter are percent. Also, if all 265 students were
the same as those at the National Office, currently A.I.A.S. members, we would
however, as a historically black have four times the voting power at
University, we- have an even more A.l.A.S. conventions and thus a greater
important role as members of A.l.A.S. voice for oUI concerns. Ultimately, this
As black architecture students, we have would carry over into our terms as
the opportunity and the responsibility of interns and as practicing professionals.
showing the nation (if not the world)
Still, this may sound like rhetoric,

•

however noble the intentions. Yet there
are a handful of students in the School of
Architecture who are striving for these
goals, ~opefully not in vain. Students in
the School of Architecture, we need your
help. The amount of effort and planning
that is involved in organizing events and
programs for a large number of people is
a lot for seven people to handle. Even if
you are not a paid member, it is our
desire to bring to you extra.curricular
activities, such as the trip to Falling
Water, that will enhance your experien
in architectural education.
The object is to try to bring
enlightenment to everyone and not just a
privileged few. We urge you to attend
the meetings and...\'.QU:e your opinion.
Some of the feedback that we have
received relates to the fact that students
don 't know what A.I.A.S. is doing for
them. Yet, without your involvement
and show of interest, there is little that
can be done for you . Each person must
take- it upon themselves to take
advantage of what is being offered. We

r

wouldliketobearyourideasandwishcs

so that we can find a way that they can
best be met.
In conclusion, we would just like to
say that the A.I.A.S., on. both local and
national levels, can be rewarding and
beneficial for its members. But again,
we need your help, dedication, and
input. The goal of unity is perhaps the
long tenn goal of the H.U.A.IAS., but
we have to start now if we wish to reach
it. Thank you all in advance for helping
us help you.
,)

We Welcome Your Letters and Comments
"THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on a/

public issue. Faculty, adm_inistraiors, staff, students and
alumni are encouraged to share their original ideas-and opinions.
We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of style,
spelling and punctuation. Letters as well as commentaries must be tyJ>('.d and signed, complete with-full address and
telephone number.
1
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the Editorial Board,
and do not neccessarily relfect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HJLLTOP Board or the
students.
Please address letters and comments to:
Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20059
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VIEWS IN BRIEF
'l'oo Long
Today marks the official beginning of the
everlasting Howard University exam period. For
some, this two week period is a time for last efforts
to pass courses. But, for many, it is nothing more
than a waiting period that makes their holiday too
short and the semester too long.
During the days when exams had to be handgraded
or there were numerous class sections, it
.
might have. been necessary to spread exams out
over a long period of time. Now, however, we have
fewer students and technology has made taking and
grading exams less time-consuming.
We think it is time that Dr. Joyce Ladner vice
president for academic affairs, and those ln her
division evaluate the idea of a two-week exam
period. This becomes even more,of an issue at the
end of the spring semester when students are
anxious to begin summer endeavors.

THE HILLTOP ct)

Let's Make a Change
As the curtain falls on another semester, we come
to the time when we as students must be evaluated.
Those evaluations come from our professors in the .
form of grades on our transcripts. But, when do
they occur? The university calendar includes a day
when grades are due. However, instructors have .
traditionally waited and sometimes decided to
submit grades after that deadline.
Many of us go _home not knowing how we've been
evaluated and are forced to call back and forth to
find out if grades are in. It would be nice this year
if professors submitted those grades on time and
the Office of the Registrar put forth a special effort
to process the grade reports and generate transcripts
as soon as possible.
.
There is no reason for us to receive grades three
wCeks into the new semester.
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For The Record On Sexual Harrassment
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To lhe Editor:
My name is Lynda Edwards. I am the
Howard University chqi r tncmber who
was assaulted by the driver of the campus shuttle bus on Oct. 31, 1990 fo llowing rehearsal for the choir's part in a PBS
documentary on blacks in the Civil War.
Jounice Nea ly's Nov. 22, 1991 article
''Former HU Bus Dri\•cr to be Sentenced
on Assau lt Charges·· di ~ torts the facts of
the case. My con1me.11ts will address the
form and content of her very poorly written article. I will also add ress the issue of
why it is so difficult for \\"Omen to report
their stories about sexual harassment and
sexual assault to relevant au thorities and
to the media.
Regarding the first issue, Nealy never
contacted me for an interview, yet she
quotes me as if she had. That is libelous.
Additionally, she lifted direct quotes
from Alison Howard 's Washi ngton Post
article of Oct. 31 , 1991 on the shuttle bus
incident. She failed to att ribute those
quotes to Alison's cXcellent journalistic
reporting, rather than to her ow n feckJess
attempts at the san1c. These breaches of
journalist ic ethics arc the epitome of
.. shoddy and irresponsible reporting. ·rhcy
also arc an exan1ple of plagiarisn1.
It appears as if your editor ial board
docs not check to see that its a1ticles arc
accurate and balanced prior to their
release. I make these assertions because
in other universities, plagiarism provides
the basis for in1n1edi atc expulsion, and
libel can provide tl1c basis for a lawsuit. I
doubt very seriously if any University
' authority will n1ove to disci'pline Nealy,
just as they made no efforts to discipline
the man who assaulted n1e u11til I contact ed Prcside11t Jen ifer personal ly.
Pcrhaps someone tJ11 your editorial board
will discipline this reporter.
It may interest you to know that The
Wa shingt on Post tou ld take action
against Nealy for stealing information
without attribution. I am amazed that a
college student could fail to recognize
the gravity of such inept reporting.
College newspapers should strive for the
same standa1ds of journalistic profcssionalism as do national newspapers.
After all, what you report affects other
people ·s Jives substa11tively.
.-

If college newspapers· fail to be respon- about Piatt. Piatt was n1aking an
siblc, .then the ultimate bu rden of proof unscheduled stop (sic) and a lot of peorests with the editor. In short, if reporters ple like him and want him back''?
arc bad at their jobs, then it is the responPerhaps the general cou11se.l should
sibi lity of the editor if they ·are not called speak to other women that the bus driver
on the carpel for their bad behavior. I t has assaulted while on duty, or perhaps
served on the editorial board of my the general counsel should speak to the
newspaper at Smith College in two female undergraduates that the bus
Northampton , Ma ssac hu se tts and co- driver threw off of the bus one nigl1t
edited a magazine at Oxford University, without any apparent concern for their
where I attended graduate school , so I safely in the middle of a drug district. Or
k110\v what I am talking about.
perhaps the general counsel should speak
Unfortunately, these breaches of proto- to the male Jaw students and to students
col are just a symptom of larger institu- from the college of fine arts who have
tional problems in handling and report- listened with disgust as the bus driver
ing the assault. University officials failed described in detail the many won1cn in
to apprise me of any internal investiga- . the Howar.d community that he has
tion that may have taken place on this ''messed wjth." It appears th at the bus
matter, nor did they include me in any of driver not only made it a pract ice to verthose procedures or offer to help me in bally and physically abuse women in the
any way through the long- termed and Howard community, he also \vould
recurring emotional traumas that attach smear their reputations further by giv ing
to living through a sexual assault. Even scatological descriptions of his exploits
so, they worked very hard to protect my and violations in public to a11y man who
assailant. This laissez-faire approach to would listen. Docs the genera l counsel
dispule resolution seems to be deeply include those women and men in his
ent5enched in Howard 's po litical and claim that ''a lot of people like jPiatt]
social culture. l 'his approach would pro- 1and want him ba ck''? I think not.
tect-thc rights of an alleged criminal and Inarguably, the bus driver 's peculiar a11d
usurp the rights of a female victim of sickening brand of misogyny does not
sexual harassment and sexua l assault.
warrant a defense , especially from the
I must say that such an approach does general counse l of the University.
not bode wel l for the Unive rsity's
I turn now to the difficulties th at
alr eady tarni shed public in1age. As women have in attempting lo report sexsomeone who has raised sub stantial ual harassment and sexua l assaults to the
amou nts of money for the University in authorities and to the media. I have
the past,tl1ese cpiso~es have guaranteed already described how genera lly un rethat I will not do so in the future.
sponsive Howard University was to my
I also note for the record that the Nealy attempt to report that this bus driver
article is biased in favor of the man who attacked me on a shuttle that I boarded
attacked n1c . I n1 ake this claim because for the express purpose of avoiding a
Nea ly never co11tactcd me for an inter- sex ual assault. The admini str ation
view, but she certainly made it her busi- ignored most of my early atten1pts to
ness to contact the general counsel of the find out if there was an internal mechaUniversity and to make sure that his side nism for dealing with these types of
of the story was represented. 1 am struck complaints. In short, they offered 1ne no
by the fact that the general cou nse l's suppott, and they protected the perpetracomments seem to defend the convict tor of the crime.
who attacked me, while simultaneously
This kind of institutional unresponsivetrivializing the heinousness of the crime ness is precisely why or1ly 10 percent of
of a man, who, even as I write, remains sexual assaults and rapes are reported in
emplO)'ed by the University. What other this country. Generally, institutions are
n1otive th an defense and trivialization run by men who cannot understand the
would the general counsel have for say- primordial fear that most women have of
i~g that ·~th ere \\"ere no other complaints
being violated in such a way. They cer-

The Inside Story
'

• 1• . - ·''' '

Chris Coleman

Meeting·
Mania
One of the most exciting elentents of
student government is its meet ings.
Whether ii be a General Assembly meeting, a general body meeting or a class
board meeting, the action can be intense
and heated. I might add that the enjoyment is usually on the part of persons
attending the meeting who are not in student government.
The student leaders who are a part of
the meeting are usual ly on edge wondering when the fireworks will be aimed
their way. Many people adan1ant ly look
forward to witnessing the great budget
battle that is the first General Assembly
meeting. Ma11y wait. i11 g1eat anticipation
to see the carnival free-for-all atntosphere of a General Body 1necting, Arts
and Sciences i11 particu lar.
On a sn1all cr sca le, many individuals
look forward to viewing tl1e unpre dictable dyna1nics of a class board or
similar small grou'p or club 1nceting.
Well my friend, if you think stude11t
government n1eetings n1c exciting. you
wil l stand (or sit, as tliat n1ay be niorc
appropriate in a meeting type setti ng) in
awe
ga1hcr. of the dyna111ics of faculty
.
1ngs.
As one of two student members to the
Planning Committee for the Institute for
Entrepreneurial Studies, I have a chance
to witness the fireWorks first hand. The
committee consists of the School of
Business elite, the heads of all the
departments, directors of various centers
within the school and an esquire, among
others. \
I think you get the picture, these people are some heavy hitters. By virtue of
the importance of this project and positions these people hold, the stakes are
extremely high. As a result, many of the
nuances of student government meetings
take form, but they are of far greater
intensity and fervent. For example, let 's
examine two meeting phenomena:
formed alliances and absences from
meetings.

f

As many of us,Jiave ,n~iced,~ ii;i. stu- ,
dent government meetings, some people, for one reason or another, tend to
stick up for each other and their points.
Whether planned or spontaneous, personal or politica l, or out of like or dislike, formed all i<inccs arc very prevalent
in student government meetings. Jn faculty gatherings these alliances happen
two times more often and three times
faster. Since the members ' credibility
is at stake (and along with their credibility goes their very occupation you
know) they actively seek alliances. It 's
amazing, the minute a faculty member
speaks they are looking around to see
who will support them.
The support usually comes in the
form ·of a sincere stare of acknowledgement coupled with a continuous nodding
of the head. This active pursuit is the
reason why the alliances happen faster.
They are in effect essential for honorab le survival in the cru el and harsh
world of faculty meetings.
The alliances happen more often
because almost everybody wants to have
their own opinion or wants to add their
own flavor to the subject at hand. All a
faculty member needs for an alliance is
one faithful nodding head , which can
lead to a whole room of dynamic duos
with one talker speaking to one nodder!
Usua ll y al l at the sa me time! I'm sure
you can picture a room fu ll of professors
nodding and ''speeching'' at each other.
Kind of a wack vision isn 't it?
As far as absences from meetings are
concerned, the adverse effects are terrible, bordering on demoralizing. Persons
who mi ss meetings are charged with
resentment on two counts. First of all,
everyone has busy schedules. Members
feel tl1at if they can take out the time to
meet, so can everybody else. Second,
people who miss meetings inva riably
ask questions that have been answered
already, which elicits an acrin1onious
response from the populous.
All of this sounds fan1iliar right? Yes,
but ren1ember this is th e realm of the
nobles, and such behav ior is greeted
with harsh punishment. When a nonmeeter speaks in these meetings it 's very
hard for them to solicit a nodder, which
of course we all know severely tarnishes
argumentative credibility.
On top of the no nodder syndrome,
non-meeters get the Spike-Lee-moviethrow- up -the -hands-i n-disgust-andgroan treatment when they ask a question that has been asked already.
Needless to say non-meeters usually
miss one meeting, tops.
Student Government meetings are
trips, sometimes bordering on theatrics.
But if you are looking for the ultimate
display in spectacle and politics look no
further than vou local faculty conference
room . Some smart person should charge
admission, they would be rich in a matter of weeks!
·

\

'
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tai nly cannot understand the guilt and
shan1e that attach to having to admit to
strange rs that suc h a violation ha s
occurred. After all, ours is a society
where women are socialized to believe
lhat these types of violations are the fault
of the victim.
It is my belief that the biases that pervade these very powerful institutions can
deter average Americans like me from
seeking relief through the system. II is
just too hard to get people to listen. And
if they do, oftentimes they do not believe
the allegations.
Fortunately, a jury of six men and six
women convicted Joe Piatt of assaulting
me. Ours was not a romantic rendezvous
gone awry. He is a heavy, middle-aged,
bus dr iver almost twice my age and
twice my size. I am a political scientist
who wrote my doctoral dissertation at
Oxford University in England and who
writes books and articles at a think tank
in Washington. I do not know him, and I
have absolutely nothing in common with
him . This is why I am offended by
Jouncie Nealy's erroneo~claim that he
''kissed [me] goodnight. Had she bothered to interview me or get the court
records on the trial, she could have gotten the rea l story.
The real story goes like this. What happened to me was about violence. Joe
Piatt assaulted and battered me. I say this
because he choked me, held me against
my will in a head lock and put his fi lthy
mouth all over my face and my chin. He
did these horrible things while I
screamed ''No! No! Nooooooo!'' at the
top of my lungs, and while I fought with
him. He did this until I finally broke
aw av from him and fell out of the shuttle
bus. He then smirked at me and commented lewdly that he wanted to ·· ~et the
taste of broccoli'' off of my mouth and
onto his mouth. A reasonable woman
would assume that he was trying t9 rape
her. I certainly did.
I immediately took steps to report this
incident so that other women in the
Howard community would not have to
experience the same kind of violation
from a Howard staff member. After all,
he did drive the shuttle bus at night, and
women were often on that bus alone with

Response
trom the
Editor

him. (Unfortunately, these f pc'> of confrontations with some lfoward slaffers
and with son1e Howard facul ty mcn1bcrs
arc much more wide-spread than any of

us would hope.)

My attempts to do so were met with
institutional inertia., numerous manifesJn recent months, sexual lalrastations of sexism, insensi tivity, and finalment has been an issue affecti..
ly, a year later, a si ll y article in your
many people in different wort eavinewspaper which fai led to get the facts
ronments. In an attempt to deal witll
straight. Your copy editors did not even
this controversial and very seasitive
spell my name properly. Your paper's
issue, we published in our Nov. 22
handling of this story provides an object
issue a package of stories on sexual
lesson in why women arc afraid to tell
harassment on college campuses.
when men violate them. People rarely
By publishing the articles, we hoped
listen, and if they do, they often believe
lo inform our readers on how this
that the woman was somehow at fault.
issue bit h-Ome with colic.. Sllldenta
That is a sad commentary on the manner
and Howard students esptcieHy.
in which the institutions of our country
Unfortunately, miscommuicadeal with violence against women.
tion between several editon oa our
And let us- not forget that this n1an who
staff caused a pro4uct of poor
has been convicted sti ll works or
Howard University. He transports main- ' reporting to appear iu om publication. One of the missiona of 11IE
tenance personnel, some of whom could
HILLTOP is to "encourage yo I
conceivable be wo111er1 ·and whom he
men and women to enter the field ol
could conceivably attack. "fhi s man, who
journalism." We do this tlir..p
was judged by a jury of his peers to be
training students in the guideliae1 or
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of viostandards in the canons of jounaallati ng me , st ill1 work s for Howard
ism. Sometimes in our efforts to
Unive rsity - .a Universi ty which
train, we fail in driving home cerreceives a sub stanti al ~ un1 of money
tain points with our reporters, edifrom the federa l governn1c11t each year,
tors, etc. Jounice Nealy, who is a
and which by law_should operate accordcopy editor for THE HILLTOP ,
ing to the guidelines enunciated in the
Equa l Protection Clause of the 14th
rewrote a story which another indiAmendment and by the Equa l
vidual had submitted to us for publiEmployment Opportunity commission
cation. There was suppose to have
(EEOC). In case anyone has forgotten,
been a double byline to include
that amendment was adopted to help
both the names of Nealy and
bring African Americans into the mainCharlene Jones. Nealy did no
stream of nat iona l life followin g the
reporting on this story. She simply
Civ il War. The creation of the EEOC
rewrote the copy submitted by
. was a result of efforts to equalize opporJones.
tunities for minorities in the wor~olacc
We ai>ologize for any inconv~
almost 100 years later. I am a woman.
nience that this may have causett '
Such behavior smacks of the very·biases
Ms. Edwards. Please bear with us
that we as an oppressed people should
as we seek to train and inform
profess to abhor. We can do better than
through THE HILLTOP each
this. l 'hat is why I brought these issues to
week.
your attention.

Sincerely,
George Daniels
Editor·in-Chief

Sincerely,
l~)•nda

Ed»•ards
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ON THE REAL REASON FOR THE SEASON
request . He fulfilled a prom ise that

break it'' seaso11 for them.

Bui, 1vait a minute. \Vhy all of he made hundreds of years prior to

football ga111cs, gifts and a day off,
Dec. 25 means nothing. Whether

George Daniels

this at Chri st ma s? How did this

the birth of Jesus Christ. Yes, it is

you celebrate Christmas, Kwanzaa,

Hanukkah or none of the above, take

If you are like me, you have
already started thinking about what

whole holiday get started ? You Christ's birth that we ultimalely celhave probably heard the story of ebrate. But, even more important,
baby Jesus and that this whole we celebrate his love, joy and peace.

special gift you will be buving for
that special someone.
In just 15 days, Ch ristmas 1991

Christmas thing is the celebration of

His birlh. Many of us make a point
to even show up in church on

It is not enough to, on Christmas,
paint ove r the evil or hate which
possesses many of us every other

will be here. Oh what a day it will Christmas Day or Christmas day of the year. Why not heal those
be. Ip fact, this is my favorite time Sunday. Yes, this is a religious holi- wounds !his year? Why no! lry to
of the year. It seems like Christmas day. But, why do we really celebrings out the best in all of us. We brate this holiday?
•
all put on a happy face and show a This whole season is one of giving.
little love - at least for a day.
Not to impress, not to satisfy, not
Everybody who even out of necessity.. . It 's not a
cJaims to be a retail economist has g i'v e- a- g ift-so-1-w on' t-be •

tried 10 predict what will be bought
and how much will be bought. Store
owners say this is the '' mak e it or

•

the real reason. If that means buying a gift for someone - fine. Bu~
don't get caught up in it so much

thal you forget !he real reason.
Rekindle those ties with long-lost

repair that fragile or strained relationship? This repair cannot be

family members, friends and spread

done with a gift or a fake "Merry

a little love. JESUS IS TIIE REAL
REASON FOR THE SEASON ! !.

Christmas." It comes from open,
honest discuss ion.

Some say they don ' t celebrate
embarassed holiday. We give Christmas. That's fine too.
because God gave to us. God gave Actually, the day in itself is very
us a gifl !hat we did no! even insignificant. Besides the parades,

•

time out tl1is season and just think
about the real reason these celebrations exist. Let your actions reflect

The writer is a senior in the School
of Communications.
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If you wa11t It all. tl1ere's no better place
to start your career than the Washington
Hospital Center. }lere's why:

We Our n1edlcat surglwelCOine cal
and Intensive
care units are ideal
GNs in a settings In which

wide variety you can practice
•

of UIUts:

skills and grow In
a supportive.

encouraging atn1osphere.
~

OU

Select a medical
nursing sub.specialty

can start and you'll get
specializing. abundant clinical
•
exposure and
immediately. unit training. as well
on ~

as the support of mentors and advanced
clinical nurses.

•

•
•

I

If you have exceptional academic
credentials. you may
qualify to become
a paid Intensive Care
•
Unit or Intermediate
Care Fellow and receive priceless
training that can put your career on
the fast track.

You can
become an
ICU or IMC
Fellow.

,,,..,,,_,,,,,P'od<_al
~M~
Equal Opportunity Employer

You'II Graduate nurses
receive an annual
start at base salary of
$31186 plus S31.186wtth
'
unlimited salary
benefits. progression.
Benefits Include 100% tuition reimbursement. medical Insurance options.
•
dlsablllty plans. pension plan. cafeteria
arid pharmacy discounts and more.

You'II At the Washington
Call themat
Hospital Center.
'lb
get
it
all,
(2021877-6048
practice in nurses and physlcontact or toll-free (8001
professional clans work together
·
])'
as equally respected Cindy Wolfe 432-3993. Or send
' your resume to their
a__ Jan~. membersofthe
RN. or attention.
healthcare team to ensure clinical
success.
Debra Apperson, RN.
You'll A 001-bed hospital
thrive in a wlthal.evelltrauma
,
, center. transplant
highly and open heart pro-

advanced grams, MedSTAR~
,
Medical Shock
enVJI'Onrnent 1\-auma Resuscita-

tion Unit. Cancer Institute and Bum
Center, the Hospital Center Is the
Washington metropolitan area's largest
not-for-profit teaching hospital and a
major referral center.
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WASHINGTON

HOSPITAL

CENTER

110 Irving Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010-2975
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al representatives hammered out a compromise.
Hilltop Staff Writer
In return for the federal government's
As the nation 's capital celebrates its payment of the northern states' debts,
200th birthday , the Di strict of the founders decided the nation's capital
Columbia's coming of age can be seen would be located in the south.
The Residence Act of 1790 gave
in the monuments, universities, com . plex transportation system and the President George Washington the right
hordes of people who crowd into the t~ choose a spot for the capital along the
city each day to turn the hub -of-the - Potomac River and to appoint commissioners who Would be in charge of the
wheel that runs the country.
However, the technologically urban- building of the capital district, as well as
ized center that Washington D.C. is make laws for it.
The commissioners chose the present
today, is a shade different from th e
city 's humble rootS - and the rich , cul - area because the site served two main
tural history that makes the Di ~ trict purposes. Being located on the
Potomac River would give the capital
what it i,s today.
l 'he first people who came to the area, access to a useful trade route. The capiknown today as the District, are estimat- ~ tal 's position was also away from the
cd to have come between 10,000 and · Atlantic Ocean, so forts could be built
12,000 years ago. Though these people all around it to protect it from foreign
left little evidence of their lives here , military attack.
Also, Alexandria and Georgetown
they left the names for two rivers that
were established cities in Maryland and
~ played a monumental role in the area
· becoming the capital - the Potamac and Virginia, which Washington incorporated into the nation's capital.
the Anacostia Rivers.
George , Washington appointed
Long after those first settlers, the
Native Americans, arrived to this Andrew Ellicott, a Revolutionary War
Potomac region. Europeans came at the Veteran, and Benjamin Banneker, a free
beginning of the 17th century. By the black scientist and mathematician, to
18th century, Europeans dominated the mark the capital's boundaries and lay
out its streets and lots. Major Pierre
area.
Blacks also began to arrive in this area Cha~les L'Enfant, a French architect,
in the early 17th century as servants and was chosen by Washington to design the
laborers for the English settlers. By the city.
L'Enfant was dismissed from his.job
middle of the 17th century, the city was
a reflection· of the three groups who after disagreements with Washington,
founded it - the Native American s, so Ellicott and Banneker completed the
city 's design , altering a few of
Europeans and Africans.
This little area near the Potomac River L'Eilfant 's plans.
The President 's residence and the
grew to become the center of American
government when Congress agreed for Capitol were completed by the term of
it to be the capital in 1790. However, for President John Adams, but it wasn 't
the country 's founding fathers, the deci- until after the War of 1812, that the
sion was more of a compromise than a ''White House'' was completed, after the
Presid ent 's house was repainted after
choice.
Congressmen realized that wherever being burned during the war.
Since many buildings·had been burned
the capital was built, that ~rea would
gain, wealth and political pr es tige . during the war, people questioned the
Naturally, each representative wanted security "of the capital in its location.
Local people, in an effort to keep the
lhe capital located in his particular
capital where it was, worked vigorously
region of the United States.
Northerners and Southerners argued to make public improvements, hoping
for the capital to be placed in their to _give the city of Washington an air of
co111pletion and permanency.
respective regions. ·
By 1860, Washington D.C. changed
Several northern states owed money
from debts tha"t came about in the from an unfinished area to a completed
Revolutionary War. Representatives land·that was a reality. The government
from these states wanted Congress to had settled into the .capitalt<an.rd ,'.
fund the debts, but they needed the Americans had a place which they
agreement of southern .representatives c9uld identify with on a national level.
Different cultural groups lived and
for this to happen.
Thomas Jefferson, then the Secretary mingled in the District, a coexistence
of State, and Alexander Hamilton , evident today as a wide variety of ethnic
Secretary of Treasury; along with sever- groups call the District home .

By Tamara Holmes
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Ex-Teacher reflects on
changes in the District
By Tamara Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer
Betty Dupree, a retired schoolteacher
and a native Washingtonian, has seen the
Di.strict of Columbia grow and change
with the times.
~
As the Distri·ct celebrates its 200th
birthday, Dupree said the city 's asthetics
have deteriorated drastically .
''Washington D.C. has changed a lot
over the years. Once it was a cleiln city
with few problems. Now people live in
poverty. Trash and crime is everywhere," Dupree said.

In 1874
Washingtonians
.w ere denied home
rule and
representation.
,Congress then
appointed
three
•
•
comm1ss1oners to
govern the city
along with the
federal
government.
•

Dupree, who taught at for years, said
that the history of blacks in city politi cs
is very recent.
''It is only recently that D.C. had a
mayor," Dupree said. "We used to b'e
governed by city commissioners, who
were all white,"she said.
In 1874, Washingtonians were denied
home rule and representation. Congress
then appointed three commissioners to
govern the city along with the federal
government.
· ''Although the commissioners were
white an~ couldn't express all of the
needs of the blacks, the city was clean
and didn 't have all of these problems,"
Dupree said.
In 1967, Walter E. Washington was
named the city 's first mayor by
Presiden! Lyndon Johnson. The city's

boundaries are 16th Street, Connecticut nity is approximately 55 percent black
Avenue, S Street and Harvard Street.
and 40 percent white, with a rising
The neighborhood is well-known for Hispanic population.
.
its ethnic restaurants and shops that" ''It's changing because of gentrificaoffer its residents and visitors a taste of tion, bu~ the Hispanic population is
worldwide cultures.
increasing because they move in with
Jones, who Jives on Fuller Street larger,family units, while white populaN.W., is a Howard alumnus and firs't tion is decreasing," Jones said.
enjoyed the Adams Morgan community
Adams Morgan reflects the culture o:
while studying at Howard. ;,
its residents with its plethora of ethnic
''I got here in 1967. I was atlloward restaurants, including Montego Bay, a ,
from 1967 to 199'1 and I knew about Caribbean cafe; Mixtec, which special~ 1
the neighborhood then. 1 left the city, izes in Mexican dishes; Red Sea, an 1
returned and moved back. into Adams Ethiopian restaurant and Spaghetti '
M6rgan,'' Jones said.
Garden, which serves a variety of
''
••
The Adams ·Morgan community has Italian dishes.
~
•
its beginnings in the .Civil Rights ··
Each year, the Adams Mqrgan com·
1
Movement. ' It was a direct result of munity celebrates its history and diver·
the 1954 Brown V. Board ofBducation'~,, .sity with the Adams Morgan Day
decision;: Brown said, referring to the ' Festival. The fest is held on the first
Supreme Court case that desegregated Sunday after labor Day weekend on '
public schools.
18th St. and showcases the talent and
1
'There was a school for blacks called cuisine of the neighborhood's natives.
' Morgan and a school for whites called
''It's a celebration of the diversity
J'ohn Adams on 18th St. The two and unity of a neighborhood that we
schools integrated behind that decision · feel can be a beacon for what America
By Candi Meriwetlter
and the neighborhood became known can be," ·Jones said, who is the chairHilltop Staff Writer
by that name," said Jones~ who has man of the Board of Adams Morgan
Day. ·
'",·
Diversity is the word that comes to lived in Adams Morgan for 20 years.''.
''In ~968-69, there was an Adatbs
He, along with nine other board meriimind when one thinks about Adams
Morgan, one of the District's most cul- Morgan Organization. 'It played an hers from the community, coordinates
turally rich and socially alive commu- adversary role 'for the neighbol'hood," the festival's activities, which include
five performance stages of mu·sic and
nities. This v·ibrant neighborhood is Jones added.
Jones,who was Executive Di!ector of dance and a ''cook-off' between neighthe melting pot of the nation 's capital.
''It's a confluence of language, styles, the Adams Morgan Organization in its borhood restaurants.
''The festival is an attempt to get the
ethnic groups and cultures," said John waning years, said the group was a
Jones, the
head .of Adv.isory modtll for-ANC's throughout the city. neighborhood more directly involved in
Neighborhood Commission (ANC) for ''It served to promote the interest of the benefitting from the community,"
Jones said.
the Adams Morgan community. '' It is neighborhood in the city."
Adams Morgan is mo!:.t noted for
Adams Morgan is a thriving commurightly described as an u,rban neighborb~in~ ~cultural. melting pot in the
nity that Jones bt-11eves grows despite
hood.''
Adams Morgan is located in the heart Districts predominantly black popula· its problems. ''We are not without our
of Northw es t Washington and its tion. Actording to Jones, tlie commu· problems, but we work them out.

mayors have all been black, followed by
Marion Barry, who served for 12 years,
and Mayor Sharon Pratt-Dixon, the capital city 's first female mayor.
Dupree, who lives in Nor:thweSt
Washington in Shephard Park, said that,
the city has gotten worse over the years ·
and more crime and poverty exists with •
each change in city gover~ment .
''As time passes and we get new. mayors , the problems on.ly seem to get
worse," .she said.
Aci::ording to Dupree, one positive (Jjfference in the city is the lack of overt
racial prejudice in public plac'es.
"Segregation is the biggest change that I
can remember," said Dupree, who expe: - riencd segregation first-hand in the
nation's capital.
''Blacks couldn't eat in certain restaurants. We couldn't go to school with '
.whites or sit in certain places designated
for whites. There was a department store

called GARFINCKLES, and blacks
couldn't even s~op there," she added.
''Not only were blacks excluded from
stores and restaurants, but entire neighborhoods and sections of the city we'J~
made up of whites only, and other sections were designated for the blacks,"
Dupree said.
Dupree said that the cha.nges in !he
racial climate are evident by the cit y's
wide ethnic variety .
"The house that we have now," Dupree
said proudly, ''used to be under a law

which said that blacks could not buy it."
She added that another improvement
that recent city government has instituted is the new metrbrail, the subway rail
system that connects the District with
outer Maryland and Virginia.
Dupree said that although the changes
in mass transportation have been extensive, they make life easier for those who
have to use it.
''Since the metro was built, it's easy to
see that travel is better.I feel good about
the tr3nsportation system," she said.
Dupree, who jovially describes the
duration of her residence in D.C. as ''a
long time," admits that the last few
decades have brought about ve()'._ significant changes in Washingtonians'
lifestyles. What the next few .decade.s
will bring, according to Dupree, remains
to be seen.
·

Mt. Pleasant reco.v ers, unifies
Mt. Pleasant is tucked into a bend in Rock Creek Park just north of tha National Zoo and west of 16th Street. Since ·its origin
in the earley 1900's, its ethnic makeup has evolved into a mixture of black, white, Asian, and Latino population. Its fostering
sense of commuinity is pervasive in the capital city.
.
,
Mt. Pleasant captured the attention of the city last April as the hotbed of riots between its residents and city police. Recently,
relations have improved as the residents of Mt. Pleasant seek to show the city its strength and unity.

Adams Morgan:
The melting pot
of the District

0

LeDroit Park : A community standing on the shoulders of giants
.

. .

Jly Condi Meriwether
Hilltop Stoll Writer
The LeDroit Park community has one of
the richest historical legacies in the city
and was one of the premier black communities in the country.
LeDroit Park began in 1873 as a farm and
field acreage situated just beyond the city
proper. The owners of the property, Amzi
Barber and Andrew Langdon, hired architect James. McGill to ,design and build 64
homes in the 'picturesque' architectural
style that Andrew Jackson Downing creat-

ed.

.

The _nei·ghbo(hood was named for
•

•

•

LeDroit Langdon, the father of one the
community's creators. The area, which sits
just south of Howard's main campus, is
bounded by U Street, Seventh Street,
Florida Avenue and Georgia Avenue.
During the 1800s, the community flourished as many black social and cultural
institutions emerged with black businesses
· and s9ops p.rospering in the area.
Located 1n the area was a number of
Baptist and Methodist churches, elementary schools and Howard University,
which occupied its present hilltop site
overlooking LeDroit Park.
The neighborhood's fmt black resident,

ber at the U.S. Capitol. The following
year, a seccind .black family purchased a
home in LeDroit Park. They were
renowned educators Robert and Mary
Church Terrell. Later, they moved into a
larger home at 326 T Street and remained
there for 15 years.
Known as the seedbed of the Harlem
Renaissanc.e, LeDroit Park's most famous
resident was Paul Laurence Dunbar, poet ·
of the Reconstruction and Renaissance
periods.
Dunbar came to LeDroit Park from Ohio
in 1897 after he published Lyrics of Lowly
Llft.• He often wrote of his lifestyle in the

Octavius Williams, came in 1893 as a bar·

community, calling LeDroit "the flower of

colored citizenship from all parts of the
country."
During the early 1920s, the center of
black Washington was home to Dr. Anna J.
Cooper, the educator for whom a street is
now named in LeDroit Park .
Also, Ernest E. Just and Alonzo H.
Brown, respected members of the Howard
University faculty, lived in this black middle-class neighborhood.
,
The Howard Theater, which stood· just
east of Seventh and 'T Streets, attracted
popular black artists, like jazz legc;nd Duke
Ellington ana blues queen Bessie Smith, to
LcDroit Park.
·
The theater, which is now being consid·
'

'

ered for renovation, ranked along with the
Apollo Theater in New York as one of the
count~y's premier showcase~ of black ·'
entertainment.
The LeDroit Park community felt the
impact of the Depression when the government placed public housing complexes at
its northern border. The Kelly Miller
Apartments on Fourth and V Streets Still
remain in the area in poor condition.
Today, the LeDroit Park community
houses low income, black families in large
homes of the community's original architectural style. It is home to two of Howard
University's dormitory's, Carver Hall,

and Slowe Hail,,
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APPLICAT.1 0 . S . 'I LL BE ACCEPTED
FOR .T E F LL
I
·p
ITI
:
LOCAL ELECTIONS COORDINATOR
•

* MUST MAINTAIN 14 OFFICE HOURS
PER WEEK •

. PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR

.

•

*MUST MAINTAIN 14 OFFICE HOURS
PER WEEK

S ECRETARY

•

•

* MUST!MAINTAIN 12 OFFICE HOURS
PER WEEK ·
.

APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVA! - BLE IN
ROOM 117 , B CKBURN CENTER IN THE
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE BOX.
SUBMIT ALL APPLICATIONS WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 11, 1991 BY 5:00 PM IN ROOM 117
B CKBURN CENTER.

'

~l

,

Petitions will be available or students desiring to be
veri ied to run or HUSA President/Vice-President,
Undergraduate .Trustee, and Graduate Trustee on
Thursday, January 16, 1992, lO:OOam - 6:00 min
Room 116, Blackburn Center. Petitions will e due
no later than 6:00pm Thursday, January 30, 1992
\
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By Carliss Askhari Johnson
Special to the Hilltop

The Hislory of Kwanzaa
Kwanzaa, a Kiswahili work meaning

means more
"

.

lfhat Kwanzaa Js:

to rejoice in our ''Afrika •.,.,,"love and
happiness, and to give thanks for our
accomplishments.
How We Celebrate Kwanzaa

1) Kwanzaa is a spiritual celebration and form of cul-

Kwanzaa is observed by Blacks acrOss

the country, especially in places where

''first," is a seven day family and nation- there are large concentrations of Blacks.
al festival that has been around in some Many people fast from sunshine to sunform or another for centuries. The word set each day, for at least a week before
Kwanza comes frOm the Kiswahili Kwanzaa. Fasting helps to cleanse the
phrase ''Matunda Ya Kwanzaa," mean- system and refreshesone's mental state,
ing "first fruits." (The Kiswahili Ian- however, fasting before Kwanzaa is not .
guage is used often in our communities necessary.
because it is a non-tribal trade language,
The seven days of Kwanzaa are celetherefore it is a practical language for brated between Dec. 26 and Jan 1 each
Afrikans in this country to embrace.) In year. The celebration occurs at this time,
some parts of Afrika, Kwarrzaa is cele- since there are many celebrations that
brated foi 40 days, in some places two occur around the winter solstice and also
weeks, and in some places a month. For because many persons have time, off
the most part, however, Afrikans from work.
throughout the Afrikan diaspora celeSeven is a number that represents combrate Kwanzaa for seven days.
pletion, and the seven days of Kwanzaa
Kwanzaa as a New Afrikan Holiday
revolve around seven principles, these
Kwanzaa was rediscovered in this principles are referred to as the Nguzo
country by Brother Mauluana Ron Saba, which literally translated means
Karenga in 1966. According to Karenga , seven pillars. The principles of Nguzo
the purpose of organizing Kwanzaa cele- Saba are the principles of our black
brations in this country was to ''create value system. Each principle is emphaawareness and appreciation among U.S. sized on a different night of Kwanzaa
Blacks of their owrf cultural heritage. when the family or families get together.
When we celebrate our own holiday, is UmoJa, which means unity, is celebrated
shows we speak for ourselves rather that on Dec. 26, when emphasis is placed on
others speaking for us." During the maintaining solidarity as a family, comKwanzaa season families come together , munity and as a race. Kujichagulia is the

tural expression for black people in America;
a people is self explanatory. we constant· 2) Kwanzaa is a political statement;
Jy seeking ways to make our communi3) Kwanzaa is a black national. holiday·,
ties more beautiful, we are constantly
constantly creating new forms of expres4) Kwanzaa is a time for reflection: to reflect cin past sion. When discussing lm ani we must
errors, as well as future paths; and
remember to believe in the righteousness
of our people with everything that we
5) Kwanzaa is an inheritance from our ancestors.
are.
·

,

What Kwanzaa ls Not:
1·) Kwanzaa is not black Christmas, nor an alternative
to Christmas; and
2) Kwanzaa 11ot centered around cap1'tal1S' m, nor 1't
intended to leave you bankrupt at the beginning of the
new year.
~
IS.

IS.
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AACA Owner Mark Van Grack, uses fashion to make a statement.

-

Fashion may provide outlet
•
to HBCU's financial woes
By Jennifer Golson
Hilltop Staff Writer
What may result in a new trend, also
has a dollar sign attached to it.
Jn an attempt to gain a piece of the 1.3
billion dollar pie for Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), the
African ~merican College Alliance
(AACA) has been formulated to secure
and raise revenue through licensing of
their college merchandise.
''All colleges are strapped financially,
but black colleges in particular. They
need other ways of financing," said
Mark Van Grack, president/founder of
the 11-month-old company.
''Through AACA we will make sure
the black universities and colleges are
getting paid," he said. ''If we meet our
projection over the next five years, we

will pay over $5 million to each of the
schools."
According to an article in the Nov. 11,
1991 issue of Time, this is a time when
these institutions ''are enjoying renewed
popularity. The proportion of blacks
going to college across the U.S. has
declined, but public black colleges saw
their enrollment climb 13.2 percent from
1986to1989."
However, ''Most of our customers
don't realize there are 117 [black colleges and universities}," Van Grack said,
adding that part of the purpose of AACA
is to make them aware of these schools.
''Fashion is the greatest influence," he
said.
A retailer himself, Van Grack
owns Capitol Shoe Corporation which
includes Snyder's, a shoe store in operation since 1959 and founded by his
father.

munities and restore our people to their
greatness. Kuumba (creativity), and
lmani (faith) are celebrated on Dec.31
and Jan. I, respectively, our creativity as

principle celebrated on the second night,
Dec. 27, and Ujima is celebrated on the
third night, the 28th. Kujichagulia means
self-determination, and isgenerally celebrated by discussing how we define ourselves andspeaks for ourselves. The key
point of Ujima, Collective work and
responsibility, is to build and maintaining our community together.

On December 29th we focus on
Ujamaa, Co-operative economics, on
this night we call attention to building
and maintaining our own stores anel
businesses and most importantly profiting from these stores and businesses
together, as a people. On December 30th
we celebrated and discuss Nia, our puroose. which is to build and develop com-

AACA became an idea as Van Grack
was ~·selling a lot of college sweat shirts
like Duke, UNLV and Georgetown. It
was almost on a whim that we decided to
try black colleges," he said, adding that
the'predominantly white institutions earn
millions in royalties. Percentages of roy·
attics to be paid to the colleges will
range from six to eight and will be
dependent upon the amount of sales.
With a design different from the typical
school name and logo in the schools'
colors, Van Grack has combined 12 oz..
fleece with thick stitching in an attempt
to create a new look. Sweat shirts, hood·
ed sweat shirts and sweat shirts, pants, T·
shirts and hats are currently available. In
the spring, the lighter sportswear will
appear.
The items are available in the schools'
colors' but are not limited to them.
Prices range between $55 and $70.
According to Nichole Butler, a
cashier/sales person for Snyder's located
in Wonder Plaza, they sell better in different colors.
''My friend has one similar to it. I like
the sweatshirts, but I don't like the
shorts," said Wayne Buckley, a 19-yearold sophomore majoring in physical
therapy. ''It feels thick ... good quality. I
like the colors, but a larger selection
could never hurt.''
Thus far, locally, consumers like
Vivian Brockenberry have cited the price
as a possible flaw for the product. While
the quality may be good, '' I would buy it

dent of Southeast, said, ''I'm not paying
$59 for a shirt. I don't care what it has on
it or down the sleeve."Still, for some,
quality comes first.
''They're of Champion sweatshirt quality," said Fred Lacy, a 26-year-old graduate student majoring in Engineering.
"They're reasonably priced for the thicknessoftheshirts."

''Through AACA we
will make sure the
black universities and
colleges are getting
paid,''
--Mark Van Grack,
ownerAACA
because of the price."
Brenda Williams, a 28-year-old resi-

On each day of Kwanzaa a· greeting is
given that represents one of the seven
principles. For example, if on the sixth
night, someone says, .. habari gani ",
meaning '' what's happening '' ,
"Kuumba '' is the correct response. Also
on each night one of seven candles, or
mshumaa, is lit. The candles are placed
in the kinara, which is a seven lamp candie holder, it symbolizes the parent stalk.
As each night's candle is lit the previous
nig~t 's E:andle are i-lso lit, the person
doingthelightingatthegatheringshould
give an explanation of the Nguzo Saba
principles for that night.
Before partaking of the drink within
the Kikombe (usually grape juice) at
each Kwanzaa gathering, a tambiko
(libation) should be poured. This is done
to remember those who have come and
gone before us, our ancestors. Water is
commonly used because it is our life

force and sustains us as our ancestors
have. Following the candle lighting, the
kikombe, the unity cup, is passed
around. Each individual within the circle
sips from the cup and says,~''Ha bee'',
which means ''we are pulling t gether".
When the kikombe complet
e circle,
all within the circle says, ''Harambe''
seven times and the last ''Harambe''
should be held as long as possible; this is
done to symbo lize the unity and
resilience of our people.
''Kwanzaa observances often include
art shows, poetry readings, musical concerts, dancers, drummers and plays''. On
the sixth night, Dec. 31 there is usually a
Karamu or a feast, where food is prepared. There is singing and dancing and
''peoplehood''. On the seventh night,
January 1st , the zawadi (gifts) are
opened. The zawadi should be educational and inspirational items. If possible, they should be created by the giver,
if not then they should be purchased or
obtained from a black owned and operated business. '' Kwanzaa gifts must
always include a) a book; and b) a heritage symbol, regardless of what else is
given." Bookssymbolize our commitment to education and reconstruction.
Heritage gifts, such as pictures of
Afrikan heroines or heroes, or ankhs
(symbol of eternal life), keep us in touch
with o.ur history and our hum.anitv.

ha,s licences with include Howard helping the universities accumulate, the
University, Florida A&M University, univCrsities could accumulate anyways,"
Jackson State University, Southern said Jackson, director of Auxiliary
University, Grambling and Tennessee Services.
State University and Prairie View A&M
''It's interesting to know that he is
white. But, there's no difference because
University.
After the concept and the design had business is business," he said.
been generated, Van Grack's company
Van Grack is not the first one to try and
worked to contact the schools. In doing obtain license agreements with black
so, he approached the schools both in colleges and universities (although they
person, and or, through mailings.
are the focus of AACA). However, he,
Van Grack said he hopes to eventually along with the schools, place heavy
working with all 117 HBCUs, and he emphasis on the schools receiving the
added that he realizes that people may royalty payments.
think it odd for a white man to have such
''We knew people were using our name
a vested interested in the black commu- without permission," said Daryl Miller,
nity, particularly the colleges and univer- associate general council for Howard
sities therein.
However, Van Grack University.
credits such concern to having grown up
''We decided to do a formal program
in the community and having worked since a lot of universities make a lot off
well with them. Ninety-eight percent of of royalties'' she said.
AACA employees are African
Not speaking for the University, she
added that this could be a good way for .
American.
While Van Grack says the purpose of HBCUs to generate revenue.
AACA is to help support black colleges
While the marketing of AACA prod· and univer sities, representatives of ucts is not the final answer to the finanSammy Slakey of Sammy's Menswear schools like Prairie View A&M cial problems of HBCUs, Van Grack
in Memphis, Tennessee, said that the University's Frank Jackson consider it said, ''At least it 's getting people think._
ing and talking about ii. The private secname, color and quality are what make just another business deal.
''He's a businessman. The money he 's tor is going to have to do its fair share."
the sale.
"The natural reaction is to complain
ab·out the price," however, ''If it looks
nice and feels nice and feels nice and
when You put it on it is nice, it's sold,"
he said.
Elsewhere, owners of stores like City
Blue in Philadelphia have not been able
to keep the product on the shelf.
President/Owner Joseph Nadav of City
Blue said, ''They sold out in the first
week," and that they have already had to
place another order even though it is a
new item.
~
Offering names like Howard, Morgan
State University, Hampton University,
Alcorn State Universi.ty and others, 1
Nadav said, ''It looks like its going to do
good.
"Put all black colleges ... people are
looking for it. For black kids it is a symbol, like 'We have our own college'," he
said.
Van Grack currently has the licenses
Photo &y Jennifer Golson
with 18 schools .and colleges and is in
negotiations with another 20. Those he HBCU paraphernalia may help provide the schools with revenue.

''Put all black colleges•.• people are
looking for it. For
black kids it is a symbol, like 'We have
our own college',''
--Joseph Nadav,
owner/president
City Blue

Sounds from 'The Sons of the Masters' mix
intelligence, roughness to bring a message
By Bernie Bennett
Special to the Hilltop
The advent of hip-hc:ip music has introduced a whole new thought process to
the youth of America. We now place a
new emphasis on coinmunicating with
each other, with youth from other cultures, and within our own culture. A new
language has been created in the wake of
this musical movement, not quite yet a
revolution. This is a language that conjures up imagery and demands that people more than just listen to the words at
the surface level.
There is a new group on the scene that
deals with things deep beneath the surface. The Sons of the Masters are a local
combo on the rise, like the sun over the
horizon. They deem themselves to be a
hip-hop consortium with a rough, intelligent, street sound; one that pulls the
multiple talents of several young men
and a few close friends.
The foundation of the consortium is
made up by rapper Dezo Supreme
Wisdom , considered to be a word-fusion
artist. Dezo has been involved with hiphop from its early stage back in ·1980.

While serving in the United States
Marine Corps as a hand-to-hand combat
instructor, he entertained fellow troops
with a rap/comedy routine. His lyrics
concentrated on things in his environment; growing up on the streets of New
York City, to the self discovery derived
from basic training. The approach of
occupying the troops in between sets of
music with comedic interludes of witticism and funny slogans was rare for a
rap artist, and was done to ensure that his
image was memorable.
After leaving the marines, Dezo
embarked on a series of part-time jobs,
none of which satisfied his interest or
sense of accomplishment. After quitting
a job one day, he met a young man
named Keith Eastman, whom he would
come to know as D.J. Selecta, a rhymemelody manipulator. Selecta had just
finished high schoo l, where he had
developed a taste for jazz, Motown and
Stax style R&B and hip-hop. While in
school, he took up the mission of perfecting the art of beat design.
Each man had searched for some one
who sha red their view of the music and
what it could mean lo their generation. It

•

•

•

abhorred them that so many groups out
in the industry could ,call themselves
artists and make money with the type of
white-washed techno-pop that was
becoming popular over the equally dull
droning of heavy drum machines, pointless scratches, and violent bradaccio that
had been the reigning subject matter of
rap music.
Although the pair knew that they were
technically capable of doing the same
thing everybody else was doing, they .felt
that in order to be satisfied with what
they did, there had to be something
more. Dezo and Selecta put there talents
together.to form Sons of the Masters,
named for deriving their musical talents
from their favorite influences.
They proceeded to burn up the club
circuit from D.. C. to Baltimore, ttien all
around Maryland. Their notoriety grew,
bringing them to Virginia, Pennsylvania
and New Jersey. As the guys got more
comfortable with each other and the
stage presence they were projecting,
they exposed more of their friends to the
group. As they explained the ultimate
mission for the ''Masters," some friends
became interested on a participatory

Rapper Dezo Supreme Wisdom and D.J. Selecta set the stage for the group, 'The Sons of Masters.'
level.
When they entered a recording studio
to document their works, friends lent
voices for background and featured
vocals. Kevin Bright, a student at Prince
George's Community College played

•

some keyboards for them. DJ. Jamal,
the premiere D.J. on Howard
University's campus, helped in the studio as well. Jamal D.J.'s the hip-hop
floor at the Ritz, and can be heard at several uthc:r clubs in the area.

Two more of Dezo's many associates
joined on to make this project a serous
commitment. Howard graduate Carlton
Mann, and Broadcas Management major

!Pease see Masters, page 82

-
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ent Lea er
Fellow Students:
Recently, students have voiced their

concerns about the early closing of the
library on Sundays. They have also
wanted to know what the library hours

will be during final exams. After hearing
these most important issues of the populace as the chairperson of the Grievance
Committee, I met with the Director of
University Libraries, Dr. Ann K.
Randall . She informed me that loss in
personnel and budget cuts to the library
have forced some changes.
''The University Libraries lost 66 peo·
pie and/or positions to the early retire·
ment programs, and we had to give back
to the University 5 pe rcent of the
University Libraries' budget," Randall
said.
Randall stressed that she is willing to
work with any student to help make the
University Libraries stronger than they
have ever been. Students should take full
advantage of the library's resources and
the Grievance C..-immittce is eager to take
recommendatio11s for the library sched·
ules to Randall in order to ensure that

•

each student do just that.
Presently, the Grievance Committee
recommends th e following Sunday
schedule for the libraries, however, your
views and suggestions are still welcome:
-The Social Work Library, Business
Library and the Central Library are open
on Sundays and they are located on campus. We recommend that the University
Libraries open the Social Work Library
and Business Library earlier on Sundays
and the Central Library three hours later
so that the Central Library remains open
until midnight.
•

Library hours on Sundays, Fall
semester 1991 :
Social Work Library 1 p.m. • 5 p.m.
Business Library 12:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Central Library 12:30 p.m. - 9 pm.m
•

Proposed library hours for Sundays,
Spring semester 1991 :
Social Work Library 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Business Library 12:30 p.m. · 9 p.m.
Central Library 3:30 p.m. - 12 midnight

Moving on to security during the holi day season, the Grievance Committee
would like to offer a few tips for your
safety and th at of your property. No
longer is it reasonable to expect crime to
occur only under the cover of darkness;
crime happens in broad daylight. The
holiday season is a prime time for muggings and robberies. As Howard
University students, we are not excluded
as victims. if anything, we are more likely to be targets.
Thus, ou~ campus and living quarters
are key areas for theft. So, when shop·
ping, be smart! Wait until you reach the
shopping area before withdrawing
money. You are less likely to Jose money
that way and, if at all possible, shop with
a friend .
OTHER TIPS FOR PROTECTING
YOUR VALUABLES:
-Find out if your dormitory is a target
for vandalism during the holiday break.
-Contact your dorm council or resident
assistant to get information for purchasing insurance for your valuaqles.

olumn
I

-Write down the serial numbers of your
property, make at least two copies, and

\

store them in a safe place.
-If you have relatives or friends in the
vicinity, it is advisable to store your

valuables there.
If you don't take some precautions,
don't be surprised if in Janu ary when
you return and your room has been vandalized. Do yourself a favor and protect
yourself and your valuables before you
leave!
Good luck on your final examina tions!
Live Long & Prosperous

Kevin L Tucker
Grievance Committee Chairperson
Undergraduate Student Assembly

Kevin l. Tucker
•

'

'Different World' star uses many talents to make a change
•

By Shondra McDonald
Hilltop Stoff Writer

Dawn Lewis knew when she was four
years old that she would be an actress.
Despite the negative attitudes of others
who felt a black woman could not
achieye such a goal, she would not let
anyone or anything stand in her way.
Lewis has triumphantly climbed the
ladder of success. She has appeared in
Keenan Ivory \Vayan's film ''I'm Gonna
Git You Sucker'' and !\VO Broadway
plays ''Tap Dance Kid'' and ''Ain't
Misbehavin '."
Weekly, millions of Americans are
entertained by Lewis as Julessa Vinson
on ''A Different World." She has
received numerous television mu sic
awards for co-writing the theme song to
the series. The singer/dancer/songwrit·
er/actress stands as an · example of how
hard work and diligence can pay off.
Lewis grew up in one of the toughest
neighborhoods in Brooklyn, New York
- Bedford/Stuyvasant. As a child she
was always outspoken· and motivated.
She atteitded ;the High School of Mus'ic
and Art in New Y~rk and the University
o·f Miami, becoming the first female in
her family to go to college.
While attending the University of
Miami, Lewis changed several things.
First, she changed the attitudes of professors by showing them that if ''Judy
Garland could be an actress, so could I,"
she said.
Secondly, she changed the curricu·

!um. Lewis became the first student to
graduate with a degree in Music and
Theatre.
Lewis has prided herself on ''changing the attitudes of America and changing the attitudes within our own culture, " she said. She does this weekly
through her role on ''A Different World.''
''The show has encouraged people to
go to college and my character alone has
influenced people to return to college,"
Lewis said. ''I am very flattered and very
proud."
She added that she is also very proud
of the predominantly black staff on the
show. The director, head writer and
about half of the crew members are
black.
''We are just a comedy show with an
obligation to be funny, creative and progressive. We are just people," Lewis
said. ''We have to justify ourselves to the
whole world. We cannot produce art for
art's sake."
Lewis said she believes blacks have a
responsibility to make opportunities for ·oawnn Lewis took time during the Salute to Black Achievers Luncheon In October to chat with
themselves. "Limits on groups are put and UGSA Vi~e Coordinator Jennifer Watley . She was one of the six honorees recognized by
on by society. This is supposed the be
you can be," she said.
, the 'home of the free,' ' land of the of the interaction between the audience from.
''A strong sense of my accomplish''My career has been a constant edubrave,' but this. is not necessarily the and the stage," she said. She enjoys
doing ''whatever makes me smile.''
ment is my family," Lewis said. ''I have cation process," Lewis said. Her hard
c
a
s
e
Lewis docs not find it necessary to a great sense of family, not blood ties but work and diligence over the years has
''Aggressiveness and drive make a differcnce in and from everybody else," she step on other people to succeed in the how we relate to each other as a group." ·earned her much acclain1.
On Oct. 20, the Undergraduate
She feels support among friends and
said. ''Honesty does too, because what industry. ''Destructive motivation is not
me. Hard work, positive attitude and family is vital to your success. ''Grab Student Assembly, along with students
goes around comes around."
Lewis sa-id she enjoys her acting in cooperative communication does pay hold of someone and reassure them of and faculty of Howard University, took
television, but does not want to become off. Self-confidence keeps me from their ability and worth, and remind them part in honoring Lewis. She,was one of
''locked into a position. I have always pulling others down. I am grateful to that they are a vital part. Love friendship the honorees at the 1991 Salute to Black
wanted to do live performance because God for kno\ving \vhere my gift comes a11d support can help you be the person Achiever 's Banquet for lier excellence in

President Franklyn G. Jenifer
students at the event.
entertainment, as one of six "Positive
People: Changing the Attitudes of
America.''
This was not her first visit to Howard.
She did a concert in
several years ago, but said that this
award was special to her.
'' If I am being awarded for being a
positive person and changing attitudes. I
am glad," adding that she feels al home
at Ho\vard.

!

Band·members combine intelligence, rap music to make a point
•

Masters, from Bl

'

MacKenzie Moo re combined their
energies to form Good Speech
Management, which is responsible for
the direction of the group. This addition
solidified the concenpt of a hip-hop con·
sortium, using many talented individuals
to obtain the goal of positively moving
and entertaining all listening and viewing audiences.
Once the direction of the group had
been determined, the shows began to
multiply in number and stature; they
have opened for and the New Beginning,
Poor Righteous Teachers and Special Ed.
The ''Masters'' have performed at
Hampton University, the University of
the District of Columb ia, Prince
George's Community Col leg e and
Howard University.
''Our message is not as Afro-Centric
and preachy, but there is that element of
enlightenment as well in our material ,"
Dezo said.
Dexo comments about how much of
rap music depends on imagery, and the
imagery portrayed by most rappers are
caricatures of fictional people whose
identit'ies the rappers take on as their
own to provide them with something to

brag about. He separates himself from
the mainstream by iloting that most of
what he writes is about him self and
things that did, are, or will happen in his
!ife.
'''fhe difference between.me and them
is that my stuff is true to life," Dezo said.
Describing himself as a person, Dezo
said, ''I am as rough as I say J am, which
may be rougher than you my think. Then
again, it may not. Bui when I speak of
physical force, the physical is generally
what people can understand.''
He has been self-described as a man
with, ''The wisdom of a God, and the
street knowledge of rat!'' Growing up in
New York provided him with the oppor·
tunity to be exposed to a great many
things on the street.
Not only did he see things, he learned
how they worked. Joining the service
was partially a life saving tool to keep
him away from the temptations of the
back alleys. Part of the reason he .could
so easily be exposed to the darker elements of street life and still get away
from it with respect from the people
involved, is that, ''People have said I'm a
likeable guy. They say, ' Oh, this funny
- he's all right.' Or ' There goes that

The Science
and Environmental
Reporting Program

•

Dezo; he knows so and so or such and
such.' J'mjust cool with people.''
Part of his rap is tough and filled with
street imagery, but it was not only the
people of the street he spent time learning from. Much of his youth Dezo spent
with his grandf~ther or older people at a
nearby retirement home. There he
learned not to be caught up in youth,
feeling that maybe it is wasted on the
young. He found out that when life
begins to slow down, the mind can still
race relays. Dezo began to feel that it is
not only important to be able to think
fast, but to think about a lot of things.
Al l sorts of things. He has become an
avid reader, devouring dictionaries, tearing into thesaurus ' and reading pocketsize books filled with famous quotes,
religion platitudes from different cultures, scientific fact S and phi losophy.
These factors contribute to his new outlook on life and determine the name
'Supnne-Wisdon.'
The stress placed on entertainment in
the group is heavy, probably 90 percent.
However, there is a great deal of stress
placed on uplifting the minds of the lis·
teners as well. They want the audience to
know that one can be a little bit rough

and still be smart, or very rough and very
smart.
The next important thing is to be true
to one's self. Espousing some of his persona l philosophy, Dezo explains that,
'' When you have· something that you
want to gain, let your pursuit be relentless. A man gains nothing from a casual
pursuit."
Jn terms the fo undering of youth
many of us go through, he feels that in
life, ''Most people know what goal they
can attain, but they' re too lazy to try.
They know how greaf they can be, but
they never try to get there.
The '' Masters'' want black youth to
reach what is unattainable. To stretch to
reach the hardest goal and do it. Deny all
the people who tell them that they can
never have or be something by getting
just those things. Carlton Mann relays,
''That doesn't have to mean by stealing,
or killing, or lying, but by self application; by using the best tool
ava1'Iabl e... you.I"
These points are essential elements to
the works that they have recorded all
ready, to be joined with other tracks and
titled ''Coming Full Circle'' when they
are finished. The subjects of the tunes are

I would like to enter The 1992·1993 Metropolitan Poster Calendar Contest. I am
submitting this black and white print, negative, and $25.00 check, payable to
MILARI, for review among other university fabulous faces. (Photos cannot be
returned.) Proceeds from the contest will be donated to The Big Sisters Of The
Washington Metropolitan Area. Send to:

specialization in journalism and a Certificate in Science and
Environmental Reporting. Applications arc now being accepted
for the fall 1992 semester. Preference is given to students
holding bachelor·s degrees in narural science. GRE's an:

Calendars will be malled to home addresses In August of 1992. Additional
calendars will be available for $25.00. Send checks to MILARI with any malling
Instructions.

required.
For further information. rerum lhe coupon or call (212)
998-7970.

D Please send my complimentary calendar to:
name_..,,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
home ad'aress _ _ _ _•_ _ _ __
'
'
home phone '11_"_"_·_·___._.____
class of 199 ?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
university _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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I do not wish to enter, however, I would like to order a calendar•
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my respect."
The ''Masters'' consider themselves
responsible for maintaining order and .
proper perspective for Hip-hop music.
But the other element of the consortium
is concerned with the control exercised
over black music by black people. The
intentions of Manager Carlton Mann is
to begin here in the managing capacity,
and eventuaJly branch into label ownership and group representation. "Jt is
important that we as African Americans
have control over what we do and how
we are presented to listeners. The group
agrees that their individual and collective
goals can be summed up as desire 10·
spread wisdom, knowledge, and under·
standing, control of their destiny, and
financial gain.
Their bio describes them as Dezo, the
''original Inner City Mind'' who keeps
the style, flavor and rough edge on the
rhymes and topics, accompanied with a
voice of com::nand. And Selecta, being
more laid-back and well traveled, maintains a pulse that the public can understand and dance to, while still being
street and fresh.

----------------TAKE THE TEST
EXPLORE A CAREER IN
LAW ENFORCEMENT

Th• cNoll•no•• • 1• g111t
a nd 1a •1• -111. 1ew1 rd1,
..... rau ti.co- I m......
b•• a thl Sut!Qlt CC!llnly
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MILARI
3901 Cath. Ave., NW
#411
Washington, DC 20016

An intensive. 48-credit program leading to an M.A. with a
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biographic, romantic, turbulent and no
nonsense, but oohh so danceable. The
recording process is divided into two
parts. Part of it is the business
aspect,.booking studio time, arranging
the bookings for shows, PR and other
elements of' the business. In terms of the
creative element, first they vote which
rhymes Dezo has written will be record ed, and then they pick the beats. The topics range from the mundane, to life and
death. From the sexual, to the political.
Sure to be a popular track with ladies
is one called ''Hip-Hop Lullaby," \Vhich
churns along over the background chords
of Stevie Wonder 's piano, and illustrates
a tale similar to ''Mo' Better Blues,"
except the hero's Career is not ending, its
just starting.
Most of what the ''Masters'' write
about in terms of women is positive, but
the are songs about women who are not
positive. Dezo explains, ''There are
things in the works about women who
are not positive. Dezo explains, ''There
are things in the works about --; that
sounds disrespectful, but when a sister
tries to love and assist a black n1an in his
efforts, when she· is fulfilling her role.
The moment those duties cease, she loses
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Officials predict rise in TD's uring holidays
By Shaniqua Manning

Hilltop Staff Writer

More students test positive for
venereal diseases and pregnancies
after the Christmas holidays,
Howard University Hospital officials said.
According to Candyce Nelson, a
Registered Nurse at the Howard
University Student Health Center,
there is always an increase in the
number of students treated for sexually transmitted diseases immediately following the holiday break. She
added that the number of. conceptions increase during the holiday
season as well.
''Right now there is a run on herpes
and c hlamydia, and more incidents

will probably shoot up after
Christmas break,'' Nelson said.
According· lo the 1991 Howard
University Student Health Center
Annual Report, from January to
May of this year, 90 students tested
positive for herpes. This shows a
tremendous increase since 1990

ladies who decided to have their
babies. In 1990, 30 women decided

Instead of students
sitting there
watching soap
operas where
people hop in and
out of bed with
each other without
mention of any
kind of protection,
they should be
watching
something that they
can learn from.Janet Diggs,
Student Health
Center RN

when the number of students infect-

to have their babies, and in 1989 13
women decided. The nlajority of
th ese women were single," Garrett
yet. ,
Colonel Mclain Garrett, director of said.
Garrett attributes this increase partstudent health serv ices, said this
year the number of women electing ly to the 1989 federal mandate
to keep their babies has also which required the student health
insuran ce to cover all costs of stuincreased.
"So far tbis year we have had 43 dent's pregnancy until after delivery.
ed for the entire year was 89.
Figures since May are not available

•

•
''We need to utilize any and every
method possible to bring down the
rate of infections and pregnancies,''
Garrett said.
''Education and .
awareness are the key tools needed
to accomplish this," he added.
Among the methods Garrett hopes
to utilize are a student health advisory committee and sex education videot~pes made by students for students. . .
''We've tried to form a student
health advisory committee before,
but none of the students showed any
interest, so we're hoping that will
change," he said.
Nelson said that she was in favor
of showing the videotapes in the
waiting room of the health center.
''Instead of students sitting there
watching soap operas where people
hop in and out of bed with each
other without mention of any kind of
protection, they should be watching
something that they can learn from ,''
Nelson said. "The health center
should be part of their educational
experience at Howard."
Janel Diggs, also a student health
center RN, said students believe
they are invincible.
''Many times they don't think
about using protection," she said.
"Youth feel they can live forever.
They don't think they can catch
venereal diseases or get pregnant, so
they take these chances.''

UQ.iversity Sickle
Cell Center helps
local residents
live with illness
By Tyyo N. Tumer
Hilltop Staff Writer

After being in Howard University
Hospital for five weeks, Donna Moore
is g'lad to go home.
Moore, a Washington, D.C. native,
first discovered she suffered from the
sickle cell disease, an inherited disorder that affecls one in every 600
African- Americans, when she was 8years-old.
,
She is a woman of medium build and ·
talks in a slow, raspy voice as she speaks of having the sickle cell disease.
"The most difficult part of having the
disease is the pain and never knowing
when a crisis will occur or how difficult it will be,'' Moore said.
Sickle cell is an incurable illness
prompted by abnormal hemoglobin in
the red blood cells causing the cells to
lose its natural round shape and
become sickled, or abnormally shaped.
Experts say the disease can be inactive for prolonged periods, during
which time a person with the disease
will feel normal. At anj time a persOn
may experience a crisis, which is a
period when the disease becomes
active.
During a crisis, Moore said she experiences fatigue and pain in her joints.

Officials say other sickle cell patients
expe ri ence similar sy mptoms including fever and loss of appetite.
Moore said although the disease can
be debilitating during a crisis, most
people with the disease lead normal
lives; however, she added that sickle
cell can sometimes be difficult professionally.
" I tell them (up front) that I have this
disease and that during a crisis I could
miss from two weeks to two months or
more of work,'' Moore said.
''Most employers are fine with that,
but of course if you miss a lot of time
they have to replace you," she added.
However, Moore said that she has
held her current job as a database operator for the past five years because her
employer allows her to come back
after she recovers from a crisis.
Since 1986, all babies born in
Washington, D.C. or living outside the
district have been tested for sickle cell,
officials said. Experts recommend
having a sickle cell test for people who
consider having children to determine
if a person is a carrier.
Experts say being diagnosed as a
sickle cell carrief does not imply the
person will contract the disease. Only
when both parents are carriers is there
a one in four chance that the disease
will be passed on to their children.
Moore's family is a perfect example

Comparison of the number of herpes
cases at Howard University Student
Health in 1990 and 1991

1

I

90

•

1991

..

1990

Jan

Officials said: Studyin g into the
wee hours of the nigh·t Isn't always·
the best way to ace your final exam,
health officials said. Instead, students
should get plenty of rest and eat tl)ree
meals a day. Research shows t_hat
"cramming" doesn't substantially
increase final grades. So the best thing
to do is to think healthy when your,
thi nking about grades.

Dec
Graphic by Ian aid D.

Young gay hotline
targets minorities
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By Tamara Holmes
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A new teen hotline is encouraging
Oxyge11
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Sickle He111oglol>ir1

Source: HU Slclcle Cell Center
The illustration above Is a comparison between a normal

human red blood cell and one with sickle hemoglobin.
of this situation. Her parents, who keeping warm and drinking plenty of

both are carriers, have five children,
four have the disease.
Moore added that although she has a
4-year-oJd daughter of her own, her
child does not have the disease.
''I'm concerned that if I have more
children, they might have sickle cell.
This is a difficult disease. I wouldn't
want to put thi s on a child,"
Moore said. Freddy \'aughns, a counselor with the mobile health unit,
agreed with. Moore add ing that there
are precautions sickle cell sufferers
can take to prevent the onset of a crisis.
''There are certain factors that minimize the occurrence of a crisis, such as
getting regular check-ups, eating right,

Yum's may not
be so yummy

water," Vaughns said.
Testing for sickle cell is conducted at
the Howard University Sickle Cell
. Center. The center treats approximately 500 patients a year, half being pediatric cases. The center also has a
mobile health unit, which tests people
for the sickle cell disease in schools
and other places in the community.
According to .the Howard University
Sickle Cell Center, the University has
Qeen involved with researching, diagnosing and testing sickle cell patients
for the past 28 years.
It is the center's role to be actively
involved in research, screening, community education, genetic counseling,
patient care and training of allied
•

Try Ear Wax

Students who patron Yum's CarryQut on 14th and P Streets should
beware. The resturant, which services
many Howard students living in Sutton
Plaza and Eaton Towers, has been
recently sited in a Washinxton Post column as having numerous li.ealth violations. The column which is published
each Sunday in the newspaper's Metro
section lists violations ancf possible fines
imposed on area dining facilities by
the Food and Drug Administration

s.Jlh~

According to the 1991 Howard University Student Health increase since 1990 when the number of students infected for
Center Annual Report, from January to May of this year, 90 the entire year was 89. Figures since May are not available
students tested positive for herpes. This shows a tremendous yet.
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Sleep not study

May

Source: HU Student ffe11/fll

Oxygen
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Total herpes cases in '90 & '91

Ealing hot foods to keef warm can
make canker sores a roya _pain in the
mouth. But an issue Of Prevention
Magazine suggests applying ear wax to
mouth sores. Officials said, the natural
oi]s soothes mouth sores without infection.

young minority students who are
homosexual to hold their heads hi'gh
and continue maintaining selfesteem.
~ Experts say that the support line is
a outlet where concerns can be discussed with trained individuals who
also understand the dilemma many
minority college students face.
The helpline is sponsored by the
Sexual Minority Youth Assistance
League (SMYAL) which is an organization that sets out to prevent the
abuse, neglect and self-hatred of
youth in the Washington D.C.
metropolitan area.

''Are you 14-21 and
gay, lesbian or bisexual? So are we!''--gay
hotline advertisement
Officials said these. individuals are
sexual minority teenagers and
young people who differ from mainstream society in sexual practices.
TheSe include gay, lesbian, bisexual, transsexual and transvestite
youth.
According tQ Bob Warfel, the program's Training and Education
Director, the helpline's purpose is
for youth to feel understood and
accepted.
''We are a helpline which Utilizes
trained volunteers who talk, listen
and give advice to whoever may
call.We also put the callers in contact with someone else who can
help them if we can't," Warfel said.
The helpline, which can be
reached at (202) 483-9585, is open
Saturdays between 3:30 p.m. and
6:30 p.m., and on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Warfel said that plans are currently underway for the helpline to be
open more days per week until
eventually it may become a 24 hour
source of support.
Adult volunteers and members of
SMYAL's youth socialization group
handle all incoming calls, but only
after proper training.
"The volunteers all undergo a vigorgus training program in which

they are trained in crisis intervention and listening skills. New volunteers also have to sit-in on other
volunteers' calls before they can
take their own calls, as part of the
training program," Warfel said
According to Warfel, more than 75
percent of SMYAL's milney comes
from grants, foundations and community donations.
SMYAL, founded in 1989, has
crusaded to reach high school students in the past, but only recently
has the organization made the effort
to appeal to college students . .
Warfel says that in the recent drive
to advertise the helpline in area colleges, the feedback received has
been slow, but positive.
''We sent out 70 packets to colleges," Warfel said. ''So far, none
have told us that they wouldn't run
our advertisement. 12 colleges said
that they would run it, and that's
good because we expect the process
to be a slow one anyway.''
Warfel said when SMYAL runs its
ad campaign each year the number
of callers dramatically increase. He
e:icpects this trend to continue. With
college students being targeted by
the ad campaign this year, that number is expected to rise even ~ore.
''For three quarters of last year,
we received a total of 40 calls.
However, after we ran our campaign, we received 93 calls in only
three months. This always happens," Warfel said.
This year the organization's ad
reads:
"Aie you 14-21 years old and gay,
lesbian or bisexual? So are we!"
Young people belonging to
SMYAL's outreach group are
pleased with the treatment that the
organization has given them.
Maurice Carter, a youth member
of the group, summed up the sentiments of many sexual minority
young people regarding SMYAL, at
the organization's ftfth anniversary
banquet.
Carter said that the opening song
of the television series, Cheers,
expresses SMYAL's appeal best.
''You wanna go where you can see
our troubles are all the same. You
wanna go where everybody knows
your name," Carter said.

THE HILLTOP would like to hear
your comments on
HEALTH &FITNESS
Please Write Tiffany Anderson at

2251 Sherman Ave, N.W.
Washington, DC 20dS9
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STUFF HAPPENS ... Steve Watkins
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
•

It seems unfair. T~e genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.
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Willie Bennett coaches local youth to a victory./C3
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Dreadlocks ar~ not a part of some coaches' games
By Andrea William5
H;l/top Stoff WrUer

Some coac he s at Howard
University are denying athletes a
place on their team because of their

hairstyles. Afro, S-curls and fades
are not the culprits here, but dreadlocks are. These coaches are telling
their athletes that "dreadlocks are not
apart of th"eir game."
Freshman tennis player, Robert
Lee, was told by his coach to cut his
hair, even though Lee wore a hat during practice <ind would continue to
wear a hat during match play. Lee
had participated in practices for over

a month, and just three days prior to
the first match, he was given an ultimatum. Leave with the dreads on, or
stay with the dreads off. Lee decided

to walk.
Coach Larry Strickland, who is
head tennis coach, said that dreadlocks are associated with
Rastafarians and that Rastafarians

Kwesi Dacosta, a freshman in the

carry negative stereotypes.
''The culture of Rastas is to be
involved with the smoking of ganja.

School of Engineering and also a resident of Kingston, Jamaica, wanted
to participate in both track and soccer, but was turned away by Coach
Curtis Landy, who is the assistant
socce r coach, because of his

H.U.'s Athletic
Director David
Simmons said that
hairstyles should be a
matter of personal
choice. ''I personally
don't care what
hairstyle a person
wears.''

hairstyle. Dacosta asked the coach
how to get on the team and th e
response was, ''You have to get your
hair cut."

Acco~ding to ath letes on those

particular teams, neither coach
inquired about Dacosta's athletic

ability. !These students said that
coaches could be letting the next Carl

Lewis or Pele slip through their fingers all because of stereotypes. They
1

added that everyone with dreads does

My beliefs are that anytime an athlete is with me he is an ambassador
of Howard University, and I don ' t

not smoke ganja or use any other
drugs for that matter.
Terrance Judge also was asked to
cut his dreadlocks.

want to run the risk of other people

Judge, a fourth year member of the

thinking that a member of the
Howard University tennis team is a
ganja smoking person," Strickland
said.

TaeKwonDo team, sai~ he chose to
leave the team after being harassed

by Coaches Sumori Alpha and Dong

la Yang. It first started when Alpha
said that Judge had to cut his hair in
order to practice. Judge said that the
team has a constitution and there is
not a written rule disallowing certain

hairstyles.
''We wear head gear so I don 't

know why it matters," Judge said.
"If it was just a fad I would cut my
hair because TaeKwonDo means that
much to me. It has kept me in school
scholarship wise and it means a lot to ,.

me. I don 't want to be back on the
team even if the rule is changed.''
H.U. 's Athletic Director David
Simmons said that hairstyles should
be a matter of personal choice. '' I
personally don't care what hairstyle a
person wc;ars."

The authentic version of dreadlocks
can only be grown by people of
African descendent, according to
some reports. Jamaicans use dreadlocks to distinguish themselves from
their Caucasian Jamaican overlords, !
the reports said.

The coaches' dreadlock prohibition

The Bison lose four road games before
they win against the Miami Hurricanes

I

I

'

-

'

By Preston Jenlcin5

and Damon

22-11 squad.

Hilltop Stoff Writers

Northeastern had four players in double figures as they outer bounded (49-

In last Wednesday's basketball game,
Northeastern University (1-3) handed
Howard its fourth straight loss wi1h 7167 as the Bison shot a tota l of 30 percent from the field before a crowd of
872 in Burr Gymnasium.
With three minutes left., in what
proved to be an exciting home opener
for th~ Bison, Howard began to claw its
way back from a IO point :deficit to
make a thrilling fmish .
But ill -advised shots, turnovers and
poor free-throw shooting (J 7 of 27)
spelled doom for the Bison as they continued to struggle through the tough
schedule. After losing five starters last
year, the Bison faced their best matchup to date sin ce Northeastern lost a
total of eight players from last yea.r's

lasted the short-handed Bison. Two
starters were on one-game suspension
from Head Coach Alfred ''Butch''
Beard for disciplinary reasons.
Sturdivant and Robert Riddick did
not suit up for this ball game as they
watched from the bench.
'' If you don't practice you suffer the
consequences," said forward Kelsey
Sturdivant, a senior.
Howard was led by guard Martin
Huckaby's 16 points, forward/center
Charles Solomon's 15 poirits and six
rebounds and forward/center Juliu s
McNeil's 14 points. But it was not
enough as Northeastcrn's Guard
Lamont Hough had 18 points and eight
rebounds, and Alphonso Barney's 16
points and game high 10 rebounds were
too much for the Bison to overcome.

Dozier

41 ), out shot( 49 -30 percent), and out-

\

Northeastern's Head Coach Karl something from each game and build
Fogel admitted that this game was no on our mistakes."
cake walk. ''This was the best defenThe Bison opened the season with a
sive team tha1 we've played all year," loss to Louisville, University of
Fogel said. ''We were fortunate to hit Florida, and a loss to the University of
Some shots early and hold on in the Minnesota.
end."
The Bison won their first game of the
A three-pointer by Huckaby, a senior, season
against
the
Miami
after guard Howard Holley :S fourth Hurricanes(4-2), 64-55.
TheBison connected on twelve of
steal ignited Howard 's comeback with
less than three minutes left in the game. their last fourteen free throws to
The lead was cut down to two points, cement the road victory.
as guard Ranney Gibbs, a senior, proH.U. point guard Milan Brown led
vided the penetration that helped the all 'scorers with 13 points . Martin
Bison score some easy inside hoops, Huckaby added 12 points as the Bison
forcing Northeastern to send them to imProved their non-conference and
the free-throw line , but strong full- season record to 1-4. Howard had a 33court pressure from the Bison was still 26 lead at halftime, but the Hurricanes
not enough to rattle the Huskies of did not help them selves as they shot
Northeastern.
only 31 o/o from the floor.
Sturdivant thought that the Bison's
There were 13 lead changes in the
''poor shot selection'' caused the Bison seco nd half, but forward Julii s
to self-destruct. '' But we'll learn from McNeil scored on a layup to make the
this game," he sa id. '' We take home score 48-47, and the Bison never

Magic should go for the gold
By Preston

Jenlcim

Magic ca ll ed a handful of people,
including Larry Bird and Michael
Jordan. And in an effo rt to keep
Joh nson's spirit up, Jord an jokingly
said, ''See, you just had to go and mess

Hilltop Staff Writer

Wh en Earvin '' Magic'' Johnson
announced his retirement at a Nov. 7
press conference just weeks after testing posit ive for the HIV vi ru s, the
whole world felt a lump in its throat.
The Los Angeles Lakers' front office
knew of Magic 's ill11ess prior to the
actua l announcement, but the}' prayed
for a miracle.
Lakers' General Manager Jerry West
had to ask himself after hearing the
impossible: Who will replace Magic?
'' You ju st don't replace Magic,"
replied West after the news conference
held at The Forum.
West obviously didn 't tell the Lakers
because the team was on a nine-game
winning streak.
The Lakers have answered their
replacement questions with former
Philadelphia 76ers' star Sedale ''Danny
Ainge'' Threatt. In fact, in a recent
game against the 76ers, Threatt hit a
last second shot to beat the team 93-91

everything up for the Olympics."
Don't speak too soon, Michael.
One thing about ''Magic''ians is that
they are always full of surprises. His
presence in an Olympic uniform would
sy mbolize al l that is good about basketball - and life. Sure, John son
would probably practice and play at a
minimum, but his mere presence is still
worth more than the gold medal that
could very well prove to be trivial
compared to the possibility of Johnson
competing.
But what happens if Qe is not able or
decides not to play? Then Isa iah ''Sore
Lasin' Cry Baby'' Thomas is the logical replacement, the chemistry between

him and Michael Jordan spells disaster.
That's probably why he wasn't picked
in the first place.
In fact, Jordan was quoted as saying
''if Isaiah Thomas was invited to play

in Philadelphia.

[in the Olympics], I wouldn't play."

But now the question ~and the ball
- bounces from The Forum to the
U.S. Olympic Committee. How do
you replace the NBA's most marketable player and with whom?
''Magic'' Johnson said he was retiring
from the Lakers, but he did not include
the U.S. Olympic team. He is scheduled to meet with U.S. Olympic
Committee officials to discuss his

Jordan later denied saying such a thing.

Yeah right.
After the Chicago Bulls whipped up
on the Detroit Pistons last year in· the
Eastern Conference championship,

there was a lot of bad blood spilled
because of the Piston 's '' lack of
respect'' displayed after the final game
of the championship.
The bottom line is that the Olympic
Conunittee knows that the whole world
times two will be watching if Johnson

Olympic status.
And let's face it, the United States
could replace John son with Barbara
Bush and still win the gold medal with
the like s of Charles '' Excuse Me ''
Barkley, Patrick ''Arbitration'' Ewing,
and Michael ''I Wanna Be Like Mike''

plays in the Olympics. Then, and only
then will we, as fans, be able to say
good-bye to Johnson, the player.
And wouldn't it be fitting if Johnson,
basketball's biggest international star,

could say good-bye to the world with a

Jordan.

gold medal around his neck?

Prior to announcing his retirement,

Pro women athletes' roles debat.e d J,Al>Y BISON OFF TO HAWAII
AFTER A SLOW START

By DeniM Brown and Taro Gray
H;//top Stoff Wr;ters
News Analysis

On a recent episode of the television show L.A. Law, the issue was

time, a Harlem Globetrotters-type

team plays a basketball game

against a women's team. The game
is fi-xed: It is written in a contract
that the female team must lose.
Except this time, the women forget

about the contra ct and defeat the

l'Women's sports
shouldn't be covered
as much as men's
because women can't
go pro in the type of
sports that men can,''
said Harold Gray, a
high school football
player. ''Women
sports are not important because the
scouts aren't looking
at them for professional careers in
sports.''
sex djscrun1nat1on 10 sports.
Picture this scenario as it occurred

on the television shqw. During half-

men's team.
quently fired
they file su it.
de se rve the

The ladies are subsefor their actions, and
Their argument: They
same chance as the

men's team because they put the
same amount of effort into their

craft.
This would probably be their only
chance to fulfill their dreams of
playing and winning a professional

women's professional sports, the
answers are mixed . . Women gener-

ally share the feelings of Kimberly
Hall.
"If they can do it, they should be
allowed," Hall said.
Yet, male students were opposed
to women seeking athletic careers in

sports trad itionally dominated by
men.
''Women's sports shou ldn't be covere d as much as men's because
women can't go pro in the type of
sports that men can," said Harold

Gray, a high school football player.

''Women sports are not important
because the scouts aren't looking at
game. The question is whether or them for profess iona l caree rs in
not this actual ly was th e ir la s t sports.''
chance. And if so, why? The talent
~hen .asked if there is a pla~e for
is out there , but is there a place for women 1n the NBA, members of the
women in professional sports?
H.U. men's basketball team said no.
After high school, both men and A team member, who wished to be
women have the opportunity to identified only as '' Juice '' said,

attend college on athleti c scholarships in most sports, with football

''Even though th ere has been

and wrestling as notable exceptions.
However, opportunity knocks again

ball, I don't think th ey are read y
physically and ;mentally [for the
NBA]. Most players feel that a sep-

for ladies who play professional
golf or tennis. 11':1 addition, there is a

professional basketball league for
women.
'
On campus, the issue of demand is

controversial. When asked if they
feel that there is a demand for

advancements in women's basket-

arate league for women is good
enough.''
.
If ''Juice'' is right about there being
no room for women players in the
NBA, where in ~he sports Community is there room to acco mmodate

'

led the Lady Bison

By PRESTON JENKINS

, in sco rin g and rebounding in

Hi/flop ~taff Writer

rest of the squad.

After dropping their first four
games, the Lady Bison (0-4)
will travel to Hawaii to partici-

three out of four games. After
starting in
seven games out of 20 last season
and averaging 3.8 points and 4.6

"Everyone has improved," Tyler
said. "Everyone has gotten better."
The latest challenge for Tyler is
to prepare the women to battle

pate in a basketball tournament and

rebounds, Lee has become a

some local schools. In the middle

hope to break a losing streak,
For their season opener the Lady
Bison traveled to College Park to
play the the Lady Terps and lost
101-43 to the ninth-ranked
Un iversity of Maryland. After
playing in a thanksgiving tou rn ament in Miami the Lady Bison loss

bonafide star. Lee 's current aver-

of,December the Lady Bison will
play American University, George
Mason and nationally ranked
George Washington universities.
So far, the Bison have hurt themselves as they loss an 18-point lead
in the Florida tournament because
of their. inexperience. Part of the

''Everyone has
,
I
improved,' Ty er
said. ''Everyone has
gotten better.
,

two ''games we should have won,"
sai.d..Cpac.~_ Sany,._? 'IY l.~. 2' . _
_r_ ag_e is 17 points ai:1:..d-~.~ reboun_ds

reason "for their collapse rested
with the absence of Lee's leader-

Rosalyn Evans is another one t9

nament. The Lady Bison have

Florida International ·University watch. This forward's average is
(75-69) and South Alabama (75- 10.5 points per game and 7.5
-70), And then on Dec, 3 the Lady ·rebounds,but has missed two
Bison traveled to North Carolina games because cif illness and did
State and loss
not travel to Florida.
(114-62).
After four games the Lady Bison
Although the Lady Bison have no knew exactly who their
wins, they ,have a few b~ight spots
key players are: Dorothy Hunter
lhat may develop into su~er (13.2ppg and 4.2rpg) and guard
bright spots, The most excitrng Angelitta
one could be six foot Sophomore
Elliot (8.7ppg and 4,3rpg) anil
Annette Lee, a forward, who has will have to try to mend the talent

been outscored by an average of
91.2 points to 61,0 points.
Against the
10th-ranked
Wolfpack of North Carolina State,
the Lady
Bison were outscored 61·33 in
tho secondillalf after trailing 53-29
al the half. For Howard, Lee had a
team-high of
p9ints and nine
re
.;got 13 points and
and center Tonya
l\2'points,

Nevertheless, the Btson !Oss Dolli

toumament games to

•

•
•

of the

•

after four games.
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I would like to enter The 1~92-1993 Metropolitan Poster Calendar Contest. I am
submitting this black and white print, negative, ·and $25.00 check, payable to
MILARI, for review among other university fabulous faces. (Photos cannot be
returned.) Proceeds from the contest will be donated to The Big Sisters Of The
Washington Metropolitan Area. Send to:

•

. I

MILAR I
.3901 Cath. Ave., NW
#411
Washington, DC 20016 .
I

Calendars will be mailed to home addresses in August of 1992. Additional
~alendar~ will be available irr $25.00. Send checks to MILARI with any mailing
1nstruct1ons.
·

•

Please send Jt!y complimentary calendar to:
.

',

.

I

name

home_a_d~d~r-e_s_s

__________________

•

home phone#
class of 199 ? - - - - - - - - - university ______________

•

'

I do not wish to enter, however, I would like to -order a calendar.

•

•

'

•

'

•

•

•

•
•
•

I

© Easiman Kodak Company, 1991

Time after time, independent surveys of high volume copier customers give
top ratings to Kodak copiers. Real customers are telling us that we're #1 in
customc:r satisfaction, and in reliability, service and copy
l .,,.,, •
quality.
Come
see
why
...
see
a
Kodak
copier
demonstration.
-' · Call your local District Sales Office. Ask for details on ·the NAQP
''We're so much more than quick'' Cold Advertising Program .
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Mark Wright
Scholarship withholdings,
animosity may have
contributed to record losing

'

You may have sa id it yourself:
''Rules were made to be broken ."
But are they? Or were they n1adc

.,

to be followed ? Either way, rt1lcs

are rule s anct when ignored or
neglected, controversy and dissen-

sion will almost always arise.
Dissension is what several n1 en1 bers of the How ard Un ivers ity
football team have encountered

I

''To receive scholarships, the player
· must fulfill their
obligations as student athl'etes.
--Coach Steve
Wilson,
this season. These players have
had portions of their athletic scholarships withheld this season by
Coach Steve Wil son for disciplinary reasons. The deductions
have varied, but the arriounts have
been as high is $1 ,000. C o a c h
Wilson 's responsibiliti es span far
beyond simply deciding whether to
throw a 3rd,..down or \vheth er 10
run, he is also the enforcer of tl1e
rules. This entire ordeal 'vould be
an '' issue'' if money 'vas bei11g
withheld for no apparent reason,
but it is being withheld because of
disciplinary reasons. Wilson told
The Washington Post , "As head
coach, I don 't think it's a big issue,
in fact, I know it's not." The li st
of players, ~ho's scho larship
money has bee11 take11 fruin 1l1c r11 .
are not enormous, but tlJ,cy all 11;1\l'
somethi11g very 1n11ch ir1 co111mur1 :
They broke the rule s. The vio\11 tions may seem simple, but re1nember, rules are rules. It may be as
simple as not wearing a tie on a

trip, cutting classes, n1issing cur·
fe,v, off-field activities, .... whatever
the violation may be-they are rules!
You bret1k them and you pay-literally.
'
This is 1101 some ingenious idea
thought up by Stev e Wil son.
NCAA re gulations state that an
athlet ic depa rtment can take such
actions after an academic year as
long as tl1ose involved are offered a
h\_aring. All of Wilson's ''offenders'' have been offered hearings .
Wilson added, ''To receive scholarships, tl1c player ntust fu lfill thei r
obligations a~ student athletes."
Sophon1ore offensive linema11
· Sckou Mitchell, who also had
, n1oney deduc ted, ag rees wi1h
Wilson's actions saying, ''He was
trying to reinforce discipline in the
players, ... he's gearing us toward
life." Good answer Sekou, good
answer! Steve Wilson is giving his
young leaders of tomorrow a taste
of the real world, if you don't perform, you don't get a pay-out, but a
job-out. Now it's a little easier to
understand this year's disappointing 2-9 season. With all of this dissensirin, you can't play as a team,
everyo11e is in his own little world .
In addition to schola rship deduc·
tions , a11in1osity ~ti ll exists
bel\\'een players recruited by Steve
Wilson and former c.:oach Willie
Jeffri es, who resigned amid an
internal investigation that centered
on the use of ineligible players .
Older players say they're not treated as favorably as lhe newer players. All of this is fuel to an already
blazing fire.
I don't know if
<ilder arid r1e\\'C r pla)'i.:rS are being
treated dilfcrent ly, I cer1a1nly hope
· not, b11t I do kno'v tl1at Howard 's
footba ll piogram is headed for
another 2-9 season next season if
all th is animosity isn't cleared up,
and soon.

.

....'

~

Howard football play~r brings home
·the turkey to community youth
By William Sarne•

Special to the Hilltop

Willie Bennett may not have had a
winning season on the Bison football team, but he did have a winning
season as a coach.
Bennett, who is senior linebacker
on the sq uad, and William Barnes,
who is a metropolitan police, are
the coaches of a team that brought
home the turkey.
On November 23, 1991 th e
Metropolitan Police Boys and Girls
Club (MPBGC) 125 lb. won the
Turkey Bowl Champions hip by
defeating the #4 Boys and Girls
Club 19-7 at Gonzaga High School.
The #10 Boys and Girls Club is
located at 14th and Clifton Street,
N.W.
On November 28 the #10 125 lb.
team fraveled to Fort Lauderdale,
Florida and played in a Turkey
Bowl. #10 MPBGC played the
Deerfield Packer Rattlers in the first
round of tournament pla}'.
The · Deerfield Packer Rattlers of
Deerfield Beach, Florida were 12-0

until playing the #10 Blue Demons.
Not only was the Packer Rattlers
unbeaten, but no team had scored a
point on them this year. The #10
Blue Demons beat the Packer
Rattlers 13-0.
The #10 Blue Demons played the
Rivera Raiders of Fort Lauderdale,
Florida for the championship. The
#10 Police Boys and Girls Club
won the championship 19-13.
On offense, #10 Police Boys and
Girls Club was lead by quarterback
John Lee who threw fo r a career
high of 9 touchdowns. Running
back Donald Chew scored 9 touchdowns.
On defense, cornerback Lamont
Crawford led the defense with 8
interceptions. Two of these interceptio11s were returned for touch·
downs. Defensive linemen Eric
Jackson and Paris Hebron, center
and noseguard, shared 25 sacks.
One sack she returned fo r 60 yards
against the Raiders of Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
Paris Hebron was the only female
on the #10 125 lb. football team.

•

Lamont Crawford and Paris Hebron pose with their trophy.

•

l
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Quarterback John Lee (#101takes hand-off to his

~.
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~
•tw1a1
Team members show off trophies

before

departing for home.

running back
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THE HOWARD UN I UERS ITY ALUMNI CLUB
OF
NEW YORK CITY

I

MERCK & CO., INC., the industry leader in Biological Vaccine
Production has immediate needs for Laboratory Technicians to
work in our Production and Testing Laboratories. These
positions are available at our expanding West Point, PA site,
located northwest of Philadelphja.

15 THROWING R

Successful candidates will hold a Bachelor's Degree in Biology,
Microbiology, Chemistry, Biochemistry or related Life Sciences.
We offer excellent wages and benefits as well as exciting ·
opportunities for career growth.

"HOLIDAY JAM"
ON SATURDAY, JRNURRY 4, 1992
TIME:

Rush resume and official transcripts to: Lab Technicians, Dept.
CR·1291, Merck & Co., Inc., WP53T-102, P.O. Box 4, West
Point, PA 19486 An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HN.

9:00 PM - UNTIL

•

PLACE: STICKY MIKE'S (TIME CAFE)
380 LAFAYETTE STREET
(CORNEA OF GA EAT JONES)

•

Merck I co., Inc.

• DRESS: CASUAL ••• YET ENUOGUE
(No sne1k8r1)

•

I
~

COST: SI 0 GENERAL PUBLIC, SB HUAC OF -NYC MEMBERS

•

S-E-E YA!
•

•

•
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·HELP WANTED
Fast Easy Income) Earn lOO's
Weekly stuffing envelopes.
Send self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Fast Income, P.O.
Box 641517, Chicago, IL
60664-1517
Make $200-$400 BEFORE
the holidays while helping a
very worthy cause in your
spare time. Incredible but true.
(301) 585-8677. .
GET PAID! $500 - $1000
weekly by stuffing envelopes
at home. Guaranteed! Send
S.A.S.E. to: Fiscal Holdings
P.O. Box 44635 Washington,
D.C. 20026
PERSONALS
To D-Lee,
U R 1 2 watch in the
GEORGIA
journalism market. Even
CJ\LL 319-1915 or ~19-19871 · though I'm leaving, I'm st!ll
Only $80 Round-trip
with you. Remember the past
SIGMA GAMMA RHO
and be optimistic about the
SORORITY, INC
furture. Let your light shine .
WOULD LIKE TO WISH
We'll meet again on the other
EVERYONE A SAFE AND side.
J-0-U-NICE
HAPPY HOLIDAYS.
P.S: T.V. & Resa, hang in there
FOR RENT
Near Howard, 2 large 2
and be tough.
Bedroom Apts. Renovated .,
To Big G, Jen & all significant
others, TREAD WATER!
Secure Building. 3 Blocks
•
Copy Aide
Metro. $665+ and up
(202) 265-0506.
Dina D,
House for rent. 3 bedroom,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
YOU!! (Sorry I'm a little late.)
2 1/2 bath, fireplace,
TonjaD
hardwood floors, w/d, dw,
Jared,
high ceilngs, deck in back,
spacious, 1477 Florida Ave.,
Good luck on your finals!
$1460/mo. Call 745-0582.
Remember to study hard or
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The ladies of Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority, Inc.would like
to encourage those who will
be here over the holidays to
join us on Sunday, Dec. 29 at
11 a.m. at S. 0. M. E. to help
feed the homeless. FOR
MORE INFO CALL:
667-5745.
.
The ladies of Alpha Phi
Chapter
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Inc are sponsoring a cultural
exchange program with
visiting Japanese siudents
Tuesday, December 17, 1991
11:30am Blackburn Reading
Room For more information
call 667-5745.
1
..,.....,XMA,,..,.;.;S;;;B,;.U,,;,;,.S""T""R'"'IP""T"'O.,,--'-
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use the old "when in doubt
look about" process. But to
sum it up for the year, this is
officially your last hilltopic. I
hope you enjoyed your series.
P.S. I'll miss you during the
break, Friend.
Happy Trailings, DONNA
Jounice,
Thank you so much for
making the copy desk a true
success this semester. Your
presence will surely be missed
by everyone, bu.t especially
me. You were my true righthand (not left). Good luck at
Cox; you will "shine" on their
copy desk.
Chiefly, DONNA LEE
Ms. Leslie Lewis,
Thanks for all your "pep talks"
during this sememster. You
are a true blue. (Ha ha}
DONNA
Lee & Tam,
It's almost over and you guys
still haven't gone to all the
islands yet. What's up girlies?
JOEY
To the Prospects
It's hard work to be an
SGRho. Are you ready? Can
you handle it?
F.O.T.P. Spring 89
P.S. Don't forget December 14
6:00pm
Stacey P.,
Are we trying to become more
than friends? Let's talk about
it soon.
Signed, non-smoker.

Karen,
We made it this far by faith.
Thanks for making me laugh
along the way. I love you sis.
JOHANNA
Copy Aide,
I wish you much success with
Cox, but they already know
you got it goin' on anyways.
Keep up the best of work.
Ice Cold Copy
Miss Diss
Thumbs up for a live semester.
Who better to run the desk
than a girly from old school?
Ice Cold Copy
Boss man,
··
Despite my complaints, I
know all the work you do and
appreciate all your assistance.
Keep the ship tight, and I look
forward to sailing next
semester.
Your
M.E.
Ex-Photo Editor,
Dinner? Not a problem.
Anything to keep you from
setting yourself on fire. Happy
Holidays my friend.
Managing Editor
Ron
I'm impressed, but I knew you
could do it anyway.
Jen
Elle,
Thanks for the funky b-day
presents. Stay in suspense
until 4/22!
E.J.
Acapella,
Expect the message to end

them all ... soon!
Message Machine
John,
I know you're waiting to
know. It's BLUE because I
love you!
Yolanda
Wrong Turn
I am looking forward to this
Christmas trip with you. I
can't tell you what it really
means to me. NOW CAN I
OPEN MY PRESENT???
Brothers,
Its been a long time. How
long? Since 1907 ! Happy
Birthday BETA and have a
safe Christmas Vacation
To the sorors of Spring 91
The real task begins for
you .
F.O.T.P. Spring 89
To my wonderful sands
We're gonna go out
with a bang!
11-APhi-89
Creed alias The Cause
To my sands
This is our year. Let's
do it right. "lesdodis" !
7-APhi-89 Duty and Loyalty
To Ron
Once a Rhomeo,
always a Rhomeo. We love
'
you! SGRho
Karen
My support, by backbone, my
friend. Our talks have been
very benificial and I treasure
our friendship. Kudos! Your
work was outstanding (we all
have flaws). Happy Holidays.
Jen

Vladimir,
I am sorry I couldn't get this
in sooner. But baby , Happy
Birthday. I love you forever
and a day. Thank yon for
putting up with my cnp.
I Ill! NEED YOU. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY AND
ANNIVERSARY.
Lisa and Allison,
Thanks for puttin' up with
me this semester. You all are
the best. LOVE, Yolanda
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USED BOOKS BOUGHT
AT 50o/o OF
WHOLESALE VALUE
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Watch Howard come to life again and again with
The 1991 Bison Llvel video yearbook!
It's packed with the people and events that made the 1991
school year special-the good times, the good friends and
the magic of Howardl
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•

•
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You'll see
• Homj!coming Game • Greek Step Show
• Gospel Show • .Pop Concert
• Alumni • Sports
• Marching Band
• People, Places and Faces

,
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The 1991 Bison Live!
•

•
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